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A Buffalo Robe
To the Editor of The Herald:
Your article in Saturday's Boston
KNOX POMONA GRANGE
Herald has brought many things
back to my mind, in regard to sleigh
Knox Pomona Grange held its rides. While I was reading this arti
regular meeting, with Seven Tree cle I could see in my mind the
Grange , Union Saturday with all sleighing parties starting out each
officers present except one. During Wednesday and Saturday with per
the forenoon session the fifth degree haps 12 or 15 sleighs, going down our
Main street, and I remember watch
was conferred on two candidates, ing them start off on these particular
and the usual order of business was days, through my shop window.
transacted. The Grange voted to
It also brings to my mind the fact
contribute $5 toward the expenses of that I have a rea! buffalo robe which
the 4-H Club's trip to Springfield. A has been in my possession 40 years.
bountiful dinner was served by the It is an extra fine one. with the origihost Grange. During the afternoon ; nal lining, in perfect condition, and
session the following literary pro it has the old buffalo head. How
gram was given by the Lecturer:
ever, I have had no use for this durAddress of welcome, Walter Ayer; i ing the past years, as the warm
response, Addie Norwood; speaker— | closed car has done away with all
Dr. Augustus Thomas, President of ' these fine old things—however, I
World’s Federation of Education; have placed it on my sun porch.
song service; recitation, May Jones; I where it seems to be a great addition.
paper, Mabel Grinnell; topic. The I The size of this robe is 6x7 feet.
Grange Lecture Hour—How it can
I assure you that I enjoyed your
be made most helpful to all, dis article very much, and I thought
cussed by James Dornan and Charles i possibly some reader who was also
Lucas; violin music. Col. F. S. Phil- I interested in it might like to know
brick; recitation, Ada Lucas; vocal j there is still a buffalo robe in its
solo, Aubyne Hawes; question—How original perfect condition in Rockmight local taxes be reduced? dis I land, Me.
Nelson B. Cobb
cussed by Walter Ayer and Fred | Rockland, Me., March 2.
Blackington; vocal solo, Brother
• • • •
Crockett of Limerock Valley Po
New England Johnny Cake
mona; remarks, E. C. Moran, Jr.
About 100 patrons were present in To the Editor of The Transcript:
Reading your editorial in the
cluding visitors from Limerock
Transcript of Feb. 20, my mouth
Valley Pomona.
waters for some real New England
johnny cake, made as you suggest,
which few in the South know any
thing about. As for your true corn
DANCE
pone, you are miles away from the
real thing. It should be made with
white corn meal, as you say, but
never baked, always steamed; made
EVERY SAT. NITE with sour milk or better with but
termilk at least four days old. soda,
MEDOMAK HALL
sugar, salt and butter, mixed much
like our Boston brown bread,
WALDOBORO
steamed four hours and eaten hot
with either honey or maple syrup or
Robbins’ Orchestra
with bacon and eggs. This is food
for the gods. Always steamed!
MEN 50c, LADIES 25c
Kathleen S. Fuller
31*lt
Miami, Feb. 23.

Buy—Round Trip Tickets
GOOD DAY OF DATE OR WEEK-ENDS

25c Plus One Fare
BETWEEN STATIONS ON

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Ask Agents For Details

IS,

yj&wv
inMvuuice,
SUFFICIENT?

Regardless of the age of your car, you should have
complete insurance coverage.

At a small premium

John A. Black & Co. will relieve you of the risk.

PHONE TODAY FOR DETAILS

JOHN A. BLACK & CO., Inc.
19 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 399

THE LAW’S LONG ARM

L'CLEVER TOE DANCER

A. Jay See’s Trouting Tri
umphs Suddenly Turned
Into Dead Sea Fruit

Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.

In Boston paners last week ap
peared two communications bearing
$$ ••* *•* *•* *•* *•* ••• ••• *•* *•• ••* ••• *•* *•*
$p Rockland signatures which are here
•—
Patience is a necessary ingre- ••• reprinted.
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A NON-DECISION

THE LIONS CLUB

Thursday^

DEBATE

Judge Butler Talks About
Bates and Tufts Orators Entertain Rockland Audience With
Fish and Game—A Sab
Arguments On Russia’s Soviet Government
bath Observance Tilt

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A lively discussion of the blue laws
C. Greenleaf '32 of Auburn
Picture to yourself, a beautiful
j climaxed the open forum at the A well filled auditorium greeted rison
drew comparisons between the rela
springlike day in early March. The [
I Lions’ meeting yesterday, finding the teams from Bates and Tufts last tion of the Labor party of the British
■ sky bright with sunshine; motor
j Frank H. Ingraham as an undaunted j ni8ht at the first intercollegiate de government to the Third Interna
cars whizzing along roads bare of
supporter of the “day of rest," and [ bate ever held in Rockland. In his tional and the relation of the Soviet
snow; birds returning from their
i dge . Wa^ter H Butler looking i opening remarks Judge Walter H. government to thp Third Interna
winter homes in the Southland.
through eyes that see both the path . Butler, the chairman . recalled the tional. Warren E. Carley '32 of
Tuesday noon I logged station
For weeks, local papers have been
of duty and the attitude of the^man days of the Lyceum in the old build- North Attleboro, Mass., summed up
W'ABI of Bangor, which is in close [ life with stories of catches of picker
who sees blue laws and changecf con- [ ing. Jerome Burrows and Raymond the argument for Tufts by stating
proximity to WNAC. Nothing re
el, trout and salmon. Brooks in nu- I
[ditions
occupying
incompatible [ Bowden acted as timers
Bates the four objections of the negative:
markable about this except that I
merous sections, easijy accessible are
spheres. Like all debates up this sub- opened for the affirmative with Regi- (1) The Soviet government is the
don't think I ever had this station
free from ice. Surely spring is here.
ject it arrived at no conclusion but! nald M. Colby '31 of Littleton. N. H. tool of the Third Internationa! which
but once before, and that was The blood of the dyed in the wool
was extremely Interesting and fur- who gave a concise summary of the advocates ideas and practices detri
about three years ago. It must be I trout fisherman tingles with antici
j nished las it always does) much food question and stated that there were mental to democratic ideals; (2)
on when I am not.
pation of glorious sport, long de- !
for thought.
i two prerequisites for diplomatic , Russia is unable to assume her injferred.
i Judge Butler’s address chiefly con-I recognition of a foreign power: First, ternational obligations under her
We
will
go
to
the
brook
tomorrow!
1
“American’sCreed Day Thoughts”
' CPJn
and Same legislation j that power must prove its ability' to present constitution and (3) Those
will be the subject broadcast by ' The day dawns even brighter than '
which is pending at this session and ] maintain a stable government and countries which have recognized the
'yesterday.
Even
warmer.
Those
I
Mrs. Eva E. Morgan. L.L.B. of
has already been covered at some ' second, it must be able and willing Soviet government have gained noth
worms and June bugs thoughtfully I
Saco, National Chairman of the
J length in the report of the recent | to fulfill its international obligations, ing thereby for that government has
procured
last
month
from
neighbor
Committee on Legislation in U. S.
meeting of the Knox County Fish He stated reasons why he believed proved itself untrustworthy.
Packard will be ideal bait.
Congress from WCSH, Friday, at
& Game Association. The theme of that the recognition of the Soviet
The summary for the affirmative
|
We
go.
Thoughts
of
where
to
go
4.15 p. m.
it all was that on wise conservation government would be of advantage was given by Mr. Colby of Bates re
; do not worry us. We know of all ;
*•• *». ■•*
depends the future of an industry to the United States in its trade, in affirming the advantages of recogni
not open to fishing. We will ;
In the case of weather vs. radio, i brooks
which means thousands of dollars to its ability to protect its citizens and tion.
avoid these. We are law abiding j
and vice versa, all the interference
this State.
in the effect that recognition would
By agreement there were no judges,
citizens.
is on the side of the weather. So
He told how “the Bog" game pre- I have on world peace.
and no decision, except in the minds
We reach the brook. It purls j
declared Charles L. Mitchell,
; serve was established in 1926 and fi-1 Tufts presented as the first speak- of the audience. There followed.
pleasantly. We park our car hi plain
nally closed upo« the suggestion of [er for the negative Leo J. Doheny '31 i however, an open forum which
Weather Bureau forecaster, in re
sight of several houses. We fish in
futation of some amateur weather
1 CommissionerParsons.
Thosewho [
Kingston, N. Y , who stated that proved so interesting that people were
plain sight of the traveled road. We
This
cute
little
miss
with
serious
;
enjoy fox hunting drifted o(Jt of the ' there was a third requisite for recog- loath to leave even when Chairman
observers, who have theorized that I have no fear for we are law abiding
countenance and uplifted index fin- organization and formed a new one. nition by the United States and that Butler announced that tt was all
too much radio in the air caused
citizens.
government by consent of the over. Rev. Walter S. Rounds startthe drouth. Quite the contrary
The trout respond to our efforts. ger is Margaret Mary Winslow,; “I am not criticising that asso- was
and added that 100.500.000 ed the ball rolling by asking how
would be its logical effect. Mitch
We take a moderate string of the daughter of Mrs. Mary J. (Soboleski) ciation,” said Judge Butler. “It has governed.
Communists
in Russia control by many other countries besides the
ell contended today, for, he ar
“speckled beauties,” as they are Winslow. She made her social debut kept us °n our "?ettle and “ has be- force 150.000.000
citizens. He ex United States had still not recog
gued, radio created in the atmos
,
.
come stronger than ever before. It
sometimes called, and are happy.
the Third International as nized the Soviet government. Mr.
phere, would classify as a disturb
We return to our domiciles. We will at the recent dancing recital given | ;las forced us onto the defensive in plained
a
world-wide
organization,
founded Carley of Tufts answered. “If you
ance, and the energy of a disturb
the
of proposed legislation
gQ circlin' next week DerhaDs
i by the _pupils of Miss Gretchen _
_ — matter
”—
. L L ..
ance causes rains—it doesn't
The morrow dawns once more, [ Fletcher, in Temple hall, and every- \ and 25 of our officers and members I by Lenin, which has for its object the can tell me how many countries there
of propaganda for the are I can answer that. Twenty-two
curb them. “But if all the radio
Our telephones rang last evening , body marvelled at her skill as a toe attended the recent legislative hear spreading
overthrow of all our present govern countries have recognized it." Mr.
stations were going strong all of
with congratulations from our nu dancer, for she is only six years of ing ‘V \ugusta',
Sportsmen's ments by violence and cited the Law Rounds produced something to sub
the time, they couldn't stir up
.................... ;
.
! and Landowners Association had
merous friends and other trips have
rence strike as an example of the tract from, namely 63 countries rep
enough to make a storm," he said.
been planned for the near future. age. and didn t begin her dainty gy- [ three representatives present,
work of agitators from the Third resented in Rotary International, so
rations until last Christmas. Quite
We are happy.
|
International. “The Soviet govern that question was answered.
certain
it
is
that
she
will
be
seen
in
The various problems encount
The
pending
bill
which
would
A knock is heard at our door. Wr
ment and the Third International are
V. F. Follett and Rev. George
ered in the dental care of adults
admit a familiar figure. It is our many other local entertainments. abolish "The Bog" preserve was the so close,” he said, “as to be practi Welch followed with questions which
will be the subject of the Kith
one which commanded chief interest
friend, the fish and game protector.
identical."
were promptly answered.
Miss
and concluding series of tlie Harv
The proponents argued that it is of I cally
We smile but our smile is not re
FLOWER GARDENS
Tlie next Bates speaker. Lawrence Coughlin's question was presented so
ard Dental School Radio Clinic.
turned.
I no value, and that fox hunting was |
f Auburn chose t0 an. neatly as to win a round of applause
“I have a very unpleasant duty to -r • •
-r-i •
i [spoiled because the foxes retreated ' ‘ '
This last series will commence on
the arguments of Tufts on and was answered by Mr. Thornton
perform,” he tells us after the usual
raining
I his Week . ‘..be _preserve .beyond...the gunners, .ticipate
March 13. and continue on Tues
.
. Classes
, „
j the repudiation of international ob- explaining that the Second Interna
days and Fridays at 5 p. m. over
“good morning" and associated so
Attended
By
Many
Knox,
reac
",
,
,
..
„
ligations, leaving the matter of tional Is a Socialist organization but
Station W’EEI, until April 28 when
cial remarks.
J
J
1 n The» delegation
Knox |.propaganda to be taken up by the much less radical than the Third Inv. i nfrom athe •.!
the final talk will be given.
“You must answer in Municipal i
and Lincoln Women
county Fish & Game Association third speager from Bates. Whpn ' ternational. The request of a school
Court to the charge of violation of '
countered with the argument that , josepb m. Thornton '31 of Tufts ’ girl for a definition of propaganda
the fish and game laws of Maine, j Twenty communities
_
Maria Kurenko, Russian colora
in _
Knox __
and the game preserve is no longer a arose to speak all stiffness vanished [ brought out the fact that at least one
You took. I am informed several | Lincoln 'counties are attending the moot question and that it means to from the nroceedtngs. One wise of the debaters does not care for
tura soprano, will present an allbrook trout yesterday in direct vie- , home flower garden training classes the game situation what the hatch-1 crack followed another to the de- spinach and so it went.
Russian program as guest artist of
lation of the law
this week.
the General Foods-Maxwell House
ery and rearing pool are to the fish j ijgiit of the younger portion of the
Chairman Butler’s statement that
W'e are patient as we respect the
Tuesday the class met at the home industry
Ensemble, Mareli 19, at 9.30 p. m.
audience but just as a more soberly he could not reconcile the idea of a
law and so desire information.1
of Mrs. Lizzie Hawes in Union with
Mme. Kurenko will sing two
The bill advocating the extermina- j minded man was remarking to his Christian nation recognizing a gov
On page 8 of the 1930 revision of the following women named as del tion of vermin was favored by the neighbor. “Jokes are not argu ernment that was opposed to belief
groups of her favorite songs, all
the Maine Inland Fish and Game egates:
Appleton.
Mrs.
Helen Knox County Fish & Game Associa ments,” Mr. Thornton struck his in God brought the reply from Mr.
by Russian composers. The Krst
T aws. w’e find under closed season on Gushee; Burkettville, Mrs. E0a tion, the opposition claiming that stride and produced a very good argu Colby that we should have confi
group, consisting of Rimsky-Kor
sakov’s “Song of India," and a i “Brooks and Streams above tide Grinnell and Mrs. Mattie Light; East foxes and some other fur bearers ment backed by quotations from the dence enough in our institutions not
popular Russian .melody by Dar [ waters. . . on trout and landlocked Union. Mrs. Lilia Morton and Mrs. , would be interfered with.
Soviet constitution itself to show to fear the effect of the recognition
■mlmon, from the sixteenth day of Jennie Pavson; Union, Mrs. Lizzie [ Open time on moose was regarded that for their government to assume of the soviet government upon them.
gomyzhsky, will be sung in Rus
August until the ice is out of the Hawes and Mrs. Maude Calderwood.’ as akin to the complete extermina- its international obligations would be All in all the debate proved one of
sian. The second group. “Labrook or stream fished in the fol
..Yesterday the training class met[ tion of this animal.
douchki” by Strimer, “In the
unconstitutional.
the most interesting occasions since
lowing spring."
at the Central Maine Power Co.'s ! Compensation for land owners at
The third speaker for Bates, Har- the new building was dedicated.
Siienee of the Night," bv Rach
Spring is not here with the birds, a sembly room with six communi- j 50 cents an acre was opposed on the
maninoff, and “The Nightin
open brooks, bare roads, worms, t' s thus represented. Camden. Mrs. ground that it would mean an exgale" by Aiiabieff, will be in Eng
guest, and may be induced i
June bugs, etc.
MEETS MONDAY
CCltle Bagley and Mrs. Barbara pense of $3000 for “The Bog” pre- ato special
lish.
speak.
Arc we. or are we not, law abid Greenlaw; Hope, Mrs. Alice True serve alone.
ing citizens?
However, we give Mrs. Bessie Hardy and Mrs. Raymond ^8® Butler when it came to a j yesterday’s guests were Dr. Walter
International selections will fea
Community Chest Will Hold
thanks for the very definite (?)
ture the Saiada Tea program to
Ludwig: Friendship . Mrs Sarah discussion of.he proposed change inp. Conley, president of the Knox
terms given in this little book.
Annual Meeting in High
night at 830. Nathaniel Shilkret
Fish * Game Association;
,
A. Jay See
Simonton. Mrs. Sarah Marcello and story of an incident which has been R. E. Thurston, late of the Executive
will conduct the orchestra in nine
School
Union.
compositions of nine different na
Mrs. C. H. Annis; Warren, Mrs. Rosa the subject of much comment in Council, and Charles H. Morey, city
• • • •
Cutting and Mrs. Gertrude Starrett; j the northern part of the county.
tionalities. James Melton, golden
treasurer.
The annual business meeting of the
fOur humorous and welcome con Rockport. Mrs. Nina Carroll and Mrs. [
• » • •
voiced tenor, will sing by special
Rockland Community Chest will be
tributor,
A.
Jay
See.
has
probably
request, Shubert’s “Serenade,”
Christie Whitney.
i It concerned the arrest of two
held next Monday night at the High
since learned that it is not necessary
Wiscasset is holding a training sportsmen who fished for trout
“Song of India" and “Elegic.''
School auditorium beginning at 7.30.
to await the arrival of official spring. class at Mrs. Sidney Evans’ today., March 1, This was construed by the j
The regular business will be transactCommissioner
Stobie
has
ruled
that
The following women are delegates warden as a violation of the statute
Mrs. William J. Tobey or 33
; ed including the election of officers
vou can fish anytime in March. But from their communities: Aina. Mrs. providing for close time until I
Main street, Thomaston, who con
j and directors and the receiving ot
if
he
had
rendered
this
ruling
sooner
G. M. P. Carleton and Mrs. Nellie “spring." Informed that the Inland
fesses to being one of the most
the annual reports.
it
would
have
deprived
our
readers
Albee; Edgecombe. Mrs. Rose Moor , Fisheries and Game department had [
enthusiastic radio fans in Knox
President George W. Gay is par
of
the
“
pathetic"
story
A.
Jay
See
and Mrs. Inez Sherman; Dresden. I made a ruling that trout fishing was J
County, has achieved her ambi
ticularly anxious for a good attend
has told at his own expense’.—Ed. 1
tion by logging 300 stations, or 302
Mrs. Mell Randall and Miss Mabel legal in March, Apjril and May,
ance Monday night and to that end
to be exact. The most recent ad
Perry; Montswcag, Mrs. Elsie Blag- Judge Butler deferred action until he
teous reply.
Before he was
has interspersed the reports with
ditions to her list are CMC and
don and Mrs. Ethel Leavitt; White- j received verification of this report,
booked on the Palmolive program
A meeting of Troop 2 committee brief but excellent program numbers.
field. Mrs. Florence Hapgod and Mrs. ! and the men were consequently’ not
CMK of Havana. XEB of Mexico
Paul Oliver was known as Frank
was held in the Methodist vestry Mon The meeting wil! not be long and the
Grace Bailey.
‘brought into court.
City, WJSV, Alexandria, Va.;
Munn, but it is said that
work done by the several units of the
The fourth training olass will be, “Sunday hunting has never been day night with nearly all members association has been of especial in
WGAR, Cleveland; WBSO, Labthis was only a concert name.
present. Rev. Jesse Kenderdine act
held
at
Damariscotta
in
the
Baptist
;
officially
passed
upon
by
our
Assoson Park: CJCG, London. Ont.:
His real name is supposed to be a
terest the past year.
church vestry Friday, at
10.30, ciation,” said Judge Butler, “and I ed as chairman. Assistant Scoutmas
KW’K. St. Louis: WOAI, San An
lengthy foreign one and no one
Some changes in the participating
ter Carrol Wixson was introduced and
o'clock.
Six
communities
will
send
am
inclined
to
think
that
othpr
tonio; WHAR, New York; W'KJC,
has been able to find out what it
his appointment approved. Mr. Wix organizations of the Chest may be
delegates.
Damariscotta.
Mrs.
Viola
principles
interfere.
It
is
a
safety
Lancaster, Pa.; CPRY, Browns
is. Letters addressed to him in
Lucier and Mrs. Lily Waltz: Damari- and conservation proposition. If son expressed his willingness to help made, hence it is more than usually
ville, Ont.; W'CAO, Baltimore:
care of NBC will always reach
important that a large group of citi
scotta
Mills. Mrs. Annie Nelson and Maine was to’have Sunday hunting in scouting, stressing the need and zens
WMBA, Newport, R. I.; KTAP,
him. Olive Palmer was known
be present.
usefulness of an assistant scout
Miss
Elizabeth
Bryant:
Bristol,
Mrs.
it
would
be
very
pleasing
to
the
San Antonio; WLOE, Boston;
on the concert stage and on the
master.
CHNS, Halifax: WCAC, Storrs,
Eva
Russell
and
Mrs.
Mary
Crooker;
j
sportsmen
in
neighboring
states
who
air as Virginia Rea, but her real
Nobleboro, Mrs. Alfred Chaput and j are only a few hours away.
Conn; WMMN, Fairmount, Va.;
It was voted that Troop 2 meet AT THE STATE CAPITOL
name is Virginia Earle Murphy.
Mrs. S. T. Creamer; Orff’s Corner, | “There is a great demand these Thursday nights from 7 o’clock till
WLBX, Long Island City: WNBII,
The Rea which she used as a
Mrs. Amber Childs and Mrs. Fannie days for honest officials, but with the 8.45 p. m., this month. Next month Attempt 1 o Close Game Pre
New Bedford: WKBI. WGES, and
concert name is her brother’s
Weaver.
j laws now on the books it is difficult meetings will be held Monday nights,
WCHI. Chicago and WKBV, Con
first name.
serve Frowned Upon By
----------------------[ to get them. You wouldn’t expect
nersville, Ind. My humble list of
as before.
Spinach fresh and crisp from the me. for instance, to give a man a
278 is quite eclipsed by Mrs.
Committee
STATE
OF
MAINE
Charles
Bmery,
Sr.,
was
appointed
Sunny South is offered at 10c a criminal record for fishing on SunTobcy’s collection. I would like the
Committee reports on fish and
peck. Come early. Perry's Market, day, or using profanity. I suggest to act as troop treasurer, working
names of other fans who have
that you tell your representatives in jointly with Scout Richard Britt who game matters in which a large Knox
passed the 309-mark.
n
—adv.
the Legislature what you think of represents the Scouts. Othpr officers County delegation exhibited so
elected were: Publicity, A. W. Greg much interest were presented Tues
such laws.”
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME. AND
Mrs. W. B. Foster of Center
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
FRIDAY
Judge Butler exhibited a fine ory; inspector. Jesse Kenderdine; in day, and the position of the Knox
Harbor, N. H., asks: “Who is
The Committees on Inland Fisheries
mounted specimen of the Mongolian structor. Richard Britt, Sr.; camping County Fish <fc Game Association
Paul Oliver of the Palmolive
and Game and Sea and Shore Fisheries,
IS A LUCKY DAY
was endorsed in practically every in
ring-necked pheasant, which had and hiking. Fred Haining; projects. stance.
Hour?" Unable to answer off
jointly, will give a public hearing in Its
been presented to "the livest and Leroy Chatto.
room-, at the State House. In Augusta on
hand I wrote to the National
Ought not to pass was recommend
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 18, 2 P. M.
HOUSE DRESSES 79c
best fish and game association," by
Broadcasting Co., and from Wal
The next Court of Honor will be ed on the act to compensate owners
H P. 559 L. D 723. Act to Regulate
McNeil
Brown,
son
of
Game
Warden
ter C.'Stone, acting manager of
held
March
27,
place
to
be
announced.
Salmon Fishing on the Penobscot River. A Wonderful Assortment of Styles
31-33
Ralph W. Brown, and at present a All test cards must be in the execu of lands situated in the limits of a
press relations I received a courgame preserve for loss of hunting
student
in conservation school.
tive office by the 20th.
Sizes 16 to 50
privileges and for damage to prop
| "It's a splendid game and table
Natty Bumpo Is preparing to attend erty.
bird," said Judge Butler, "and can
Made of 80 Square Percales
Ought not to pass was reported on
be successfully introduced in this tlie next Court, and all Scouts will
the act to provide for an open sea
want to meet him.
Guaranteed Fast Vat Colors
State if we have vermin control."
son on moose in Knox County.
The Lions meeting next WedncsTroop 2 welcomed Assistant Scout
not to pass was reported on
E. B. HASTINGS & CO* ' day will be of exceptional interest as master Wixson officially Thursday theOught
act permitting hunting on Sun
' Judge Pinansky of Portland is to be night, and he assisted on test work,
days.
as well as having charge of the games.
Ought not to pass was repirted on
Scout Howard Chase is confined to the act to abolish the Knox County
the house with an attack of the "tlu." Game Preserve.
Ought to pass was reported on the
Eight boys met at Troop 1 with
I Scoutmaster Dorr and Assistant act relating to the disposal of fines
! Scoutmaster Pendleton. All boys de- and costs collected by the State High
[ siring to join this troop should take way Police.
Ought to pass was reported on the
[ their registration fee in to their
FANCY, FRESH, CRISP
act authorizing the Commissioner of
Scoutmaster at once.
Fisheries and Game to take
Troop 3. Scoutmaster Walter Kim Inland
necessary steps to exterminate
ball, had a fine meeting Monday the
j night. This troop has started col- vermin.
lections for a troop museum, which
promises to be very interesting a bit YOUR FAVORITE POEM
later.
ELIZABETH OF BOHEMIA
1
Registration of Troop 3 Monday You meaner
beauties of the night.
night shows the following memberThat poorly satisfy our eyes
This remarkable section of the paper is rich in
1 ship—all Tenderfoot Scouts: Frank More by your number than your light.
You common people of the skies;
Allen, Charles Candage, Arthur Jor
What are you when the moon shall
dan. Raymond Jordan, Lawrence
human interest, rich in actual buying and selling
rise?
lord, Oscar Marsh, Charles Mitchell
You
curious
chanters of the wood.
and Edward Peaslee.
opportunities and will answer many of your
That warble forth Dame Nature’s lays.

Legislative Notices

YOU WILL PROFIT

EXTRA SPECIAL

HEIRS OF

You Look at the

JOHN C. MILLS

CLASSIFIEDS

Will the heirg of John C. Mills, formerly of

Vinalhaven, Maine, communicate with

Cape Ann Savings Bank of Gloucester,
Mass., at once*

SPINACH
10

peck

Thinking your passions understood

By your weak accents; what's your
The senior class is giving a supper
praise
Saturday night, March 14 at the
When Philomel her voice shall raise?
Congregational Church: 5 to 7 p. m.
Price 35c. The funds from this You violets that first appear.
By your pure purple mantles known
supper will be used for the Wash Like
the proud virgins of the year.
ington trip.
30-32
As if the spring were all your own;

home wants.

CAPE ANN

Today finds there another Classified-Park The

SAVINGS BANK

atre Puzzle.

30-32

THE RIGHT TO STOP THE SALE AT ANY TIME

Twenty persons will win Free

Park Tickets therefrom.

Gloucester, Mass,

THIS IS A SPECIAL SALE AND WE RESERVE

What are you when the rose Is blown?

PERRY’S MARKET

“Say, cutie, where you gettin' to?" So. when my mistress shall be seen
may be all right in its place as an ; _________
_________
In form and beauty of
her mind.
| invocation to a lady but I greatly . Bv virtue first, then choice. « Queen.
vonfernnminTr‘"S,"‘S'*’ hWhPre
I
e"'^‘
^‘kmd.
[you roaming? John Buchan.
—sir Henry wottou U568'i639j

J

ARE YOU IN THIS LIST?

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Me., March 12. 1931. i
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
March 10. 1931, there was printed a total
of 6,258 copies. WALTER H BUTLER.
Notary Public, i

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 12, 1931

Page Two

Names Of Those Who Are Subject To Superior Court Duty
The Next Three Years

The triennial allotment of persons
~ 1
! who will be subject to drawing for
And the peace of God, which jury service in Knox County SupeP^sfthallunderstandinS: shall keep rior Court was made at the last
your hearts and minds through
~
Christ Jesus.—Phil 4:7.
meeting of the City Government.
=-■
—
— The complete lists as compiled at the
A nation-wide program for a better I office of city clerk E- R- Keene are
observance of Mothers Day May 10 here P{esented although it does not
has been launched by the wife of follow that a11
be called upon for
New York’s governor, taking the Iserviceform of material assistance for deWard One
57 Waldo Ave.
H. Brazier.
pendent mothers and needy children. Forrest
136 Camden St.
Walter E. Brltto.
5 Achorn St.
The movement will be sponsored by Harry H Brown.
22 Birch St.
Adelphus O Butler.
the Golden Rule Foundation, which Samuel
194 Camden St.
J. Candage.
R. Cates.
153 Camden St.
has its headquarters in New York Lewis
48 Brewster St.
Harry P. Chase.
30 Spruce St.
City and it is expected that com Ralph M. Choate.
Ralph P. Conant.
202 Camden St.
mittees will be formed in other Milton S. Dick.
67 Waldo Ave.
52 Camden St.
M. Derry.
States. In view of the wide-spread George
Merrill Flanders
224 Camden St.
190 Camden St.
suffering this winter—suffering that Clarence E. Gray.
10 Frederick St.
P Haskell.
has fallen hardest on the mothers Fred
194 No. Main St.
Pierre L. Havener.
5 Achorn St.
David A. Hodgkins.
and their children—Mrs. Roosevelt, Lendon
14 Camden St.
C. Jackson. Jr.
honorary chairman of the national Donald L. Kelsey.
155 No. Main St.
128 Camden St.
Fred H Kenney,
committee, said:
39 Maverick St.
Fred R. Lovette.
16 Jefferson St.
B. Packard.
“I ask your help to enlarge the Ernest
M. Sherer.
26 Spruce St.
observance of Mothers Day so that Frank
125 Camden St.
Ronald G. Lord.
people may think not only of their Frank L. Knowlton.
18 Frederick St.
17 Frederick St.
own mothers but of other mothers Ernest E. Knight.
20 Camden St.
who are less fortunately situated. It Lucius E. Jones.
Ward Two
would also be a fine thing to aid the
mothers who are in need today in Clifford A. Hamilton.
29 Chestnut St
360 Broadway
the name of mothers who have gone. Wallace M Little.
27
Rockland St
E. Leach.
Those who have gone, I am sure Fred
27 Amesbury St
Lloyd N. Benner.
would like to have us give in their Frank B. French
34 Admontem Ave
57 No. Main St
name for the aid of the mothers who Willis I. Ayer.
Lawn Ave
F. Annis,
are in need now. I think that all Moses
Samuel A. Macomber. 23 Amesbury St
of us who are mothers would be Victor P. Hall.
21 Rockland St
63 Warren St
pleased that what is done is not just Howard L Johnson,
30 Chestnut St
M. Kittredge.
for us personally, but in honor of all Fred
37 Warren St
Frank A. Maxey.
mothers. Just at this time more ap Sidney M. Oxton.
12 Warren St
31 Amesbury St
peals than ever before are coming in. Samuel E. Rogers.
77 No. Main St
Clarence E. Burgin.
and the aid is much needed.”
12 Chestnut St
Charles P. Libby.

ROCKPORT
Capt. Harry Lane.( in command of
the barge Rockland) sailed Wednes
day for Boston with a cargo of lime I
rock chips.
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Ingraham of
North Truro. Mass., who are visiting
relatives and friends in this vicinity,
were callers Tuesday at the home of
Mrs. Nancy Tribou.
Mrs. Ada Libby will entertain the
Twentieth Century Club Friday aft
ernoon at her home on Amesbury
Hill.
Stanley Boles of Bourne, Mass .
and Charles Decker of Westport.
Conn., college chums of Elmer Crock
ett while at Massachusetts Agricul
tural College, have been spending the
past week with him at his Central
street home.
Friday, the thirteenth, promises to
be a lucky day for the Epworth
League of the M. E. Church, as the
advance sale of tickets for the 3-act
comedy “Miss Adventure" indicates
a large attendance.
Mrs. Minetta Paul returned home
Tuesday from Springvale where she
had been spending two weeks with
her daughter Mrs. Elliott Merrifield.
Rumors which have been circulat
ed about town to the effect that
Chester P. Wentworth is to be a can
didate for the office of first select
man at the Town meeting. March 16.
are erroneous, as Mr Wentworth
states positively that he is not a
candidate for that office, but will seek
re-election to the offices of tax col
lector and treasurer, which he has
held the past two years.
Another of those jolly occasions for
which the Trytohelp Club is famous
took place Monday evening at the
Baptist vestry in the form of a pov
erty party. Nineteen members were
present and the costumes worn wpre
very appropriate for the occasion and
caused much merriment. The menu
of the supper served at 7 o'clock con
sisted of pea soup, johnny cake and
doughnuts. A business meeting and
social hour followed. The club meets
next on the evening of March 17 a:
the home of Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn,
and is to be a St. Patrick's party.
William Crockett and family have
recently moved from the Mary
Thurston house. Spruce street, to tire
Cynthia Wentworth house, Central
street.

Ward Six
George A. Achorn,
88 Main St.
Susie Ames.
24 Clarendon St.
Samuel B Aylward.
15 Clarendon St.
Annie Bosse.
, 10 South St.
Albert L. Briggs.
18 Main St.
Marcellus M. Condon
124 Main St.
Lodv A. Cross.
12 Fulton St.
Austin P. Day.
60 Crescent St.
Walter J. Dorgan.
63 Pacific St.
Daniel J. Dorgan.
63 Pacific St.
Frank C. Fields.
• 31 Water St.
Ernest A. Gamage.
57 Crescent St.
John R. Ham.
65 Main St.
Fred C. Lindsey. Jr..
15 Laurel St
Willis R. Lufkin.
34 Crescent St
Harold Marshall.
187 Main St.
Edward S. Mullen,
48 Pacific St
Frances Reardon.
33 Lovejoy St.
Fred A. Snow. Jr..
19 Ocean St
Maurice R. Snow,
40 Mechanic St.
8umner S. Waldron.
11 Ocean St.
Sanftrd Welt.
187 Main St.
Wilbur Ames,
24 Clarendon St.
James P. Avlw’ard,
11 Clarendon St.
Herbert B^Barter,
10 Fulton St
Llewellyn m Blackington. 49 Fulton St.
Henry E. Comins,
38 Crescent St
Carl E Davis.
193 Thomaston St.
Edward G. Day.
12 Clarendon St.
Oscar S. Duncan.
158 Main St.
Louis A. Crockett.
155 Main St
Stillman J. Eaton.
22 Linden St.
Elmer W. Freeman,
5 Linden St.
Charles S Hall.
21 Ocean St.
Bernard C. Kaler.
38 Lovejoy St.
Elmore E. Strout,
45 Crescent St.
Francis S. Louraine.
25 Water St.
Charles H. Morey.
8 Pacific St.
Patrick A. McAuliffe,
27 Water St.
Ralph A. Smith.
9 Suffolk St.
Israel Snow.
25 Mechanic St.
Elmore E. Strout,
45 Crescent St.
George H. Williams.
109 Main St.
David Wardwell.
27 Fulton St
W’ard Seven
Robert M. Packard. 518 Old Countv Rd
Fred E Harden. 566 Old Countv Road
Russell E. Bartlett. 596 Old Countv Rd
Edward H. Blackington. W Meadow Rd
Sidney Benner.
Mountain Rd
Putnam Bicknell. 510 Old County Rd
Thomas M. Anderson . 215 Rankin St
James T. Cates.
375 Pleasant St.
Austin J. Moody,
438 Old County Rd
Peter Edwards.
Limerock St.
Norris Bartlett.
Lake Ave.
Charles S. Small.
534 Old County Rd.
Ralph M. Stone.
316 Old County Rd
Ira G. Larrabee.
West Meadow Rd
Oliver Holmes.
Lake Avertue
Frank Gardner.
204 Rankin St.
4 Chestnut St William L. Gregory. 424 Old
Clarence E. Barnard.
County Rd
77
North
Main
St
George
L.
Brackett.
Many persons have expressed their
Crockett.
Lake Ave
65 Warren St Mavnard
Edw B. Richardson.
LeForest A. Thurston.
Old County Rd
opinion of Congress but their criti George H. Avery.
88 No. Main St CM. Havener.
Old
County
Rd.
384 Broadway Harold Dean.
Angus M. Annis.
Old County Rd
cism loses weight somewhat because Clarence
17 Chestnut St
S. Beverage,
377 Broadway
it is so largely based upon prejudice Guy E. Haraden,
DIDN’T THEY RAMBLE
62 Warren St
James T. Jones
and lacking in real knowledge of the Edward J. Morey.
58 No. Main St
68 Warren St
B Orcutt,
Clyde L. Spear is a candidate for
actual situation in Washington. But George
Medomak hall was the scene of
70 No. Main St
John J. Perry.
tax collector and will appreciate your
359 Broadway much excitement Tuesday night
when Senator Gould of Maine Charles C. Smith.
when the Waldoboro Ramblers de support at town meeting. 30*32
Ward Three
stepped down and out the other day
feated the Damariscotta Aces 37 to
41 Granite St.
Spinach fresh and crisp from the
he gave vent to his disgust and dis Nellie E Achorn.
81 Talbot Ave. 26. Benner was away out in front, Sunny South is offered at 10c a
Charles H Berry.
satisfaction in no uncertain terms, Frances B Bicknell.
511 Main St. scoring 28 of his team's 37 points. peck. Come early. Perry's Market.
23 Court St. Webber was high man for the Aces.
S Black.
and from one end of the country Herbert
3 Walker Pl. The score:
Percy W. Blaisdell.
—adv.
55
Summer St.
to the other his characteristic utter Edwin L. Brown.
Ramblers
66 Beech St.
Calvin I. Burrows.
ances have been quoted, and, it may Frederick H. Cates,
15 Court St.
UNION
G F Pts.
29 Gay St.
Everett A Davis,
be added, quite generally endorsed. Ray
................... 14 0 28
12 Lincoln St. Benner, If
E Eaton.
10
2
All schools will reopen here March
15 Sumir'r St. Boggs, rf ........................
Here are some excerpts from the in Warren P. Eldredge.
44 Talbot Ave. Burns, c ........................
Thomas J. Foley.
3 17 16th.
terview which he gave:
41 Shaw Ave. Cabieu, lg ..................... 0
Ralph W. Hanscom.
0
0
140 Talbot Ave.
I’m going back to my business Alfred B. Higgs.
0 0
0
44 Shaw Ave. Hanna, rg ................ ....
Ernest C. House.
WITH THE BOWLERS
where I should have been four years Harold
90 Beech St.
E. Jackson.
Totals ........................ 18
1 37
26 Talbot Ave.
ago instead of wasting my time here. Horace E. Lamb.
Aces
Talbot Ave.
The Federals stepped lively in the
No sane business man should go into Winnifred S. Leighton. 10189Limerock
215
St. Hilton, rg ......................
B. Lovejoy,
the United States Senate as long as Oliver
William H Maxcv. Jr., 21 No. Main St. Hall, lg ..........................
0
1 1 second string of their match with the
that confounded clack is going on. Percy Lee McPhee.
28 James St. Pitts, c ........................
6
0 12 Pirates Tuesday night and it enabled
73 Beech St.
It’s terrible. I’m not afraid to go on Edward C. Moran.
Flint,
rf
........................
1
1 3 ' them to chalk up a 29-pin victory.
77
Union
St.
C. Perry, Jr.
the floor myself and tell them so. Benjamin
39 Grove St. Webber, If ..................... 7
1 15 Benner was the valedictorian of the
Charles W. Proctor,
What chance has a handful of busi Sherman J. Rokes,
8 Shaw Ave.
Totals ......................... 16
4 36 occasion, having high string (121) ar.d
25 Maple St.
ness men got to accomplish anything Harry Berman.
Referee, Timberlake Time, four 8’s. high total. Pirates Clark and Shute
60 Beech St.
Anna H. Bickford.
were close on his heel taps. The sumin there?
250 Broadway
Henry B. Bird.
63 Summer St.
Fred C. Black
EQUITABLE REPRESENTATION ■ mary:
85 Granite St.
J. Bowley.
Federals—Rackliff. 323; Philbro::.
We sincerely hope that motorists Clinton
22 Grove St.
Charlotte Buffum.
289; Benner, 307; R. Perry, 279_.T.
26 Granite St. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
who come to Rockland, either on Ethel A. Campbell,
26 Grove St.
Thomas Chisholm,
Would not there be less opposition Perry, 280; total, 1478.
business or pleasure, will not base George F Dean.
26 Shaw Ave. to the proposed Rockland Water dis
Pirates—Stockford, 299: Meating,
12 Lincoln St.
Maude G. Eaton.
their opinion of the city's facilities Mary
41 Willow St trict if the proportional representa- 278; Woodcock, 264; Clarke, 304;
E. Flanagan.
1449.
12 Center St. I tion was more equitable? I suggest Shute, 304; total,
on the slough hole which exists in William W. Gregory.
• * » •
Frances M. Hanscom.
11941SummerASt if lhe 9uestion comes before the peothe paving in front of the Security Stella M. Hills.
With Jacobs at the pole the Dark
38 Beech st pie that each town be given a repreAugustus B. Huntley,
Trust Co.’s block. Cars which come Albert
C. Jones.
5 Talbot Ave sentative for each 2000 of population Horses ran away with Forty Club, 1
upon the excavation unexpectedly Lloyd N. Lawrence,
8i6G^mtCte st or majority fraction thereof. This or 2. Tuesday night. His string of 119
Samuel Levy,
perform some remarkable acrobatics Albert R. Marsh.
78 Talbot Ave would give Camden 2, Rockland 5, headed the cast and he had Iiigh
H. McKinney,
17 Cotart st Rockport 1, Thomaston 1, total 9. In total. In this match there were 11
which lead the spectators to wonder Roscoe
26 Rankin St.
strings of 100 or better. The sum
Lawrence Miller.
52’-2 Summer St. politics we give proportional repre mary:
why the machines are not wrecked. Everett A. Munsey,
38 Talbot Ave sentation. Why not do so in a busi
Sumner C. Perry.
Dark Horses—Ireland. 290: New
And this does not take into account Jbhn M. Richardson.
22 Maple St. ness proposition?
J. A. T.
49 Broadway
bert, 273; Williams, 279; Jacobs. 320;
the mud. slush and water thrown Melvin E. Wotton.
Smalley, 308; total, 1470.
Ward four
upon indignant pedestrians. It is a
Forty Club No. 1 or 2—Orfi 267;
54 Union St.
G. Anderson.
black eye for the center of the city’s James
Jackson. 279; Stinson, 297; F. Black,
65 Oliver St.
Mabel A Beaton,
33 Spring St.
Ella S. Bird.
290; J. Black, 289; total, 1422.
business district.
55 Masonic St.
• * • ♦
Luie E. Blackington,
10 Grace St.
Mabel Bowley.
Late
bowling
results; Central
104
Limerock
St.
Albert
R
Burpee.
Those large sailor hats, “reminis
401 Main St
William W. Case.
Maine 1.435: Under Dog.-. 1.383;
cent of the Gibson girl," are com Charles M. Cook,
71 Tillson Ave.
Teel's Cement Wonders. 2.245. Black
28 Masonic St.
B. Gray,
ing back into favor, according to a Norman
& Gay. 2,242; Machine Shop. 2.083,
18 Oak St
David S Hvler.
22 Orient St.
Repair^ Gang, 2,081: Cement Qinrry,
Paris despatch, some of them haring Charles F. Lewis.
41
Grace
St.
Hollis W. Merry.
1,708, Electricians, 1,566.
three-inch veils hanging straight Frank L. Newbert,
21 Masonic St.
17 Grace St
L. Rave.
down from the six-inch brim. It now Clifford
46 Grace St.
Austin W. Smith.
NORTH HAVEN
60 Grace St.
only remains for some autocrat to Harold A. Thomas.
The storm that swep t over the
75 Grace St
Pearl M. Tibbetts.
decree that young men must wear Marcene B. Winslow, 224 Limerock St.
island Sunday night was a howler
60 Broad St
B Upham.
headgear in summer, and the joy will Geneva
and is reckoned among one of thp
65 Oliver St.
John L. Beaton.
worst of the season. Harold Young’s
196 Limerock St.
be taken out of riding in the rumble Elmer E Benner.
21 Orient St.
George E. Bird,
motor boat dragged or broke its
seat.
Albert T. Blackington, 110 Limerock St.
mooring and was driven up against
32 Grace St.
Mabel F. Brewster.
the wall at the ferry landing The
50 Masonic St ,
Harold B. Burgess,
The complete census report will Harrv Cohen.
12 Grace St.
boat is damaged considerably cn one
64
Masonic
St.
:
Harold
E.
Coombs,
side. One thing that did not hap
appear in 24 bound volumes. It is Forest L. Karl.
26 Oak St. I
pen—the lights did ont go back on
192 Broadway
extremely doubtful if any of us read Arthur P. Haines.
—
and
they'te
smarter
78 Broad St. i
Frank S. Marsh.
the community.
the entire set, and it is quite likely Byron B. Milliken.
34 Spring St.
than ever.
Word was received last week of the
46
Union
St.
.
Harold
J.
Philbrook.
that instead of becoming "best Ralph L. Smith.
death in Boston from pneumonia of
53 Broad St.
Truly, there's a style
Miss Lilia Lewis who for a great
sellers” they will go into the na Gilbert E Simmons. 131 Limerock St.
for every taste—and
12 Masonic St.
William H. Thomas,
many years had been a summer visit
tion’s best cellars.
16 Highland St.
Donald R. Weeks.
a size for every foot
or at North Haven and for 17 years
31 Elm St.
Emma K. Carver.
246 Limerock St.1
had rooms at the Inn. Miss Lewis
Walter S. O’Brien.
A Belfast despatch tells of two
took a great interest in North Haven,
W’ard Five
Wisconsin young men who are plan George W. Blethen,
13 Holmes St.
32 Franklin St.
ning to encircle the world in a 40- Donald E. Clark.
14 Florence St.
Fred P Colson.
foot schooner rigged craft now in Henry M. deRochemont 106 PleasantSt.
47 Park St.
A. Dyer.
winter quarters at the Penobscot Bay Rose
76 Park St.
Pearl D. Hall.
69 Pleasant St.
Eugene Harrington.
port. "They're not all dead yet.”
23 Purchase st.
Winnie B. Kellar,
19 Purchase St.
Charles M. Lawry.
In stock in Patent, Brown and
26 Pleasant St.
Bremen voters apparently didn’t George W. Palmer.
81 Park St.
Charles R. Richardson.
Black Kid
care how they spent money in their William P. Seavey.
29 Franklin St.
8 Florence St.
J. White.
town meeting, Monday, but they will Leon
31 Purchase St.
Almon M. Young.
30 Purchase St.
perhaps repent at leisure when the Harry Mather.
84 Park St.
Fred Carini
tax bills are received based on a rate Arthur A. Clough.
3 Purchase St.
20
Franklin
St.
Edgar H. Crockett.
of 65 mills.
47 Park St
Fred C. Dyer.
113
Broadway
Daniel R. Fogarty.
24 State St.
Pearl E. Borgerson.
Those who thought that spring had Florence
121 Broadway
M. Kaler.
22 Pleasant St.
already come, and applied that be Arthur F. Lamb.
332 Pleasant St.
M. Merrifield.
lief to the removal of winter undies Annie
10 Robinson St.
Lester Post,.
5 Purchase St.
T. Rising,
and storm windows, forgot that Harry
23 Orange St.
Used Cars of proven worth.
John G. Snow.
Brown and Black Kid
Ill
Pleasant St.
three-quarters of March is geo Lucien S. York,
Guaranteed to give Satisfaction.
27 T
«♦.
George F. Rvan.
You’re buying mileage at a dis
graphically located on the winter Elsie M. Moody,
29 Franklin St.

SPRING COATS
Amazing values in the newest coat fashions of
fine Lorna Crepe, Senta Crepe, Dromona, Raponge

and Cresta for dress and sports wear.

<

Specially priced

$15.00

$24.50
$35.00
COLORS—

Sizes I 2 to 20 and 36 to 44

1 oastan,

Skipper Blue, Black,

Avocado Green.

Every

new

style

feature

found in mud higher priced $
FURS—

Broadtail,

coats is stressed in these ad»

Squirrel,

Galypan,

Vance models.

Kid Galyak, Blue Fox Vicuna.

New Spring Suits Have Arrived

Priced at $10.00, $16.50, and $24.50
New line of

SCRANTON NETS

SKIRTS

Latest Patterns.
from—

$2.98

NOVELTIES

Priced

Good for bridge prizes—

25c to 98c

$1.29 to $2.69

Pleated and Circular.

In

the wanted shades. These are
in the new spring materials,
belted or plain models, button

These curtains come in the
natural shade with the excep
tion of a special two toned, 24
point net (very fine) in an out
standing pattern at $2.69 per
pair.

bed

Tamps

98c and $1.25
These lamps are trimmed
with lace and braid and are a
special value at these prices.

trimmed.

The New

ENNA

HOSIERY

JETTICK

Val Doree

Shoes

are Here !

$5.00

$5.00

calendar.
TEETH AND MOVIES

Here is a lesson on care of the
teeth:
Teacher: “A person who has talse
teeth cannot? get into the movies,
therefore it pays t-o take care of the
teeth; you never can tell who might
be chosen.”
Hand goes up in front seat—
“Teacher!”
“Yes, Priscilla.”
Priscilla: “My grandmother has
false teeth and she gets into the
movies all right.”
Another hand, “Yes, Kingsley?”
“My aunt has false teeth and she
gets into the movies.”
About this time the joke has
dawned upon the class and a good
laugh is enjoyed by all, even Priscilla
and Kingsley.

Action Without Harm
Whenever Constipated
Here's a way to lie rid of constipa
tion and its ills—a way that works
quickly, effectively, hut gentlv.
A candy Cascarct at night—the
next morniijg you’re feeling fine.
Breath is sweetened; tongue cleared;
biliousness, headaches, dizziness, gaa
vanish. Repeat the treatment two or
three nights to get the souring waste
out of your system. See how appetite
and energy return; how digestion
improves.
Tlie action of Cascarets is sure,
complete, helpful to everyone. They
are made from easeara, which doctors
agree actually strengthens bnirel mus
cles. All drug stores have the 10c
boxes.
_______
_______

Growing Girls' College Heel in
widths to Fit the Foot

$5.00

count when you buy of us!

1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
1926 Chrysler Roadster
1929 Whippet 6 Sedan
1928 Essex Coach
1929 Pontiac Sedan
1927 Essex Roadster
1929 Ford Tudor
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
1929 Ford Roadster
1927 Whippet 4 Coach

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
PROMPTLY

Another shipment of this outstanding value.

1
2
3
4
5

Pure Silk
Full Fashioned
Slipper heel
42 gauge, 7 strand
All firsts guaranteed

$1.00 yard
With the above we announce a new silk crepe in a
good color range. A special weave, heavier than
regular flat crepe and with a softer finish, you would
expect it to be 2.98.

A new low price

7 3c

All good colors

Special price

A complete color and size range—not a broken lot.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
the church and library. She had
many friends here and will be much
missed.
The Eastern Steamship Lines are
issuing a monthly magazine "Water
ways.” Its purpose is to advertize
the ships and ports of the company.
Rockland and North Haven are

bound to receive considerable notice
in its issues from time to time.
On account of the storm, and the
failure of the Bodwell to make her
trip several who Monday were expecting to attend town meeting in
Vinalhaven had to forego that pleasure.

EXTRA SPECIAL
FANCY, FRESH, CRISP

|
i
|
i
I
|
'

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Get a brand new

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC IRON
for

$r>5o
(reg. price $3.50)

SPINACH
by bringing in your old iron
for $1. allowance

peck
THIS IS A SPECIAL SALE AND WE RESERVE

PERRY’S MARKET
RANKIN ST.. ROCKLAND

Charming patterns in pure silk printed crepe de chine.
Bought this week in New York by all the Senter
Stores at a real concession in price.

Our well known hose with five features—

THE RIGHT TO STOP THE SALE AT ANY TIME

McLain Shoe Store
WALK-OVER SIGN
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
432 MAIN STREET

SILKS

Only a limited number of these $3.50 electric irons
and they will go fast at this price. Remember
they’re on sale Thursday, Friday and Saturday of this
week only.

Central Maine Power Company
Rockland, Me.
30-32

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 16—Telephone girls dance at
Temple hall.
March 16- Community Chest annual
meeting at High School auditorium.
March 16—Union town meeting.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Mens League.
March 20—Bates College Glee Club at
R.H.S. Auditorium.
March 21 (9.07 a. m.)—Spring begins.
March 29—Palm Sunday.
March 20—Annual 4-H Leaders' Con
ference In Waldoboro.
April 1—Rockport—Easter supper at
Baptist church, auspices Ladles' Circle.
April 5—Easter Sunday.

"...FLOWERS
THAT BLOOM IN

There will be a meeting of the
L. T. L. Friday afternoon, after
school.

THE SPRING..."
You'll find them in our show-'
cases already—we don’t wait for
Spring to come outdoors! Bring
a breath of Spring into your!
home with a bouquet of these
exquisite fresh flowers.

Members
of Winslow-Holbrook
Post will attend a get together in
Camden tonight as guests of AreyHeal Post. Department Commander
Maloney and other department offi
cials will be present.

The Bay View Society meets at
March 23-26 is Farm and Home
Town hall, Owl’s Head, Friday.
Week at the College of Agriculture
in Orono, with reduced rates offered
What has become of Addlepate by the Maine Central. The program
and . Dan D. Lion?” asks a cor is a most attractive one for the man [
respondent.
who tills the soil and the woman who
maintains the home.
Supt. A. F. McAlary of the water
company is again at his desk, after a
When he referees tomorrow night’s
victorious encounter with a severe game in Newcastle Charles C. Wotattack of grippe, which threatened ; ton will have officiated In 37 games
pneumonia.
of basketball this season. His work j
for the Central Board has been of a
The members of Gen. Berry Lodge very high class, and it is doubtful if
will give a card party at their club there is another official in the State }
rooms on Main street this afternoon who has given better satisfaction to
at 2 o'clock. Fish chowder at 5.30 contestants and patrons alike.
and lodge meeting at 7.30. Visitors
will be present.
Mrs. Mildred May has disposed of ,
The Tigers of Newburyport, Mass., her interest in The Hat Shoppe to j
late partner. Miss Stella Comwere to have bowled the Rockland her
All-Stars tonight but they
got ery. who will continue the business i
tangled up in the New Hampshire alone. Mrs. May's residence on High ;
has been leased by Frank Amblizzard and are so far behind in street
their schedule that they were unable brdse, the new manager of the Cur- j
tiss-Wright Flying Service.
to make the date.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge will serve
a public supper Tuesday evening
following vghich there will be a spe
cial party for members of the lodge
and their husbands Odd Fellows and
their wives. There will be tables for
bridge and "63,” dancing and re
freshments. Miss Ruth Rogers has
Everett A. Munsey has bought a lot charge of reservations for cards.
of land from Charles Rose on the Mrs. Josephine Burns is general
Rose development, and plans to build. chairman.
Kelley B. Crie appeared in his
The Knox Medical Society dined
usual haunts yesterday after being
confined to his home a week with Tuesday night at the Thorndike Ho
tel. These papers were presented:
the grippe.
Dr. Neil A. Fogg, “Treatment of
Schooner William H. Jewell which Fractures;” Dr. A. W. Foss, "Hydrowas driven onto the public dump in Thyroidism" and President C. H.
the last storm left the flats quickly Jameson, "Tuberculosis of Genito
(and willingly) and was soon on her urinary.” The “docs” had their
way to North Haven again, bearing usual nice supper and “talked shop"
a cargo of lumber which will be used to their heart's content.
by the W. H. Glover Co. in the con
The first meeting of the Rockstruction of a cottage for Dr. Charles
lAnd Community Park committee was
Mrs. William H. Milner of Ash H. Frazier of Philadelphia.
held Tuesday at the Mayor’s office
Point has some chickens that were
One of the best and most ingenious and Principal Blaisdell was made
hatched out Oct. 6. The pullets be
in charge of the grounds
gan to lay three days before they comedies seen on the screen for a chairman
the school year with the
were five months old. These birds long time is “It Pays To Advertise,” during
Mayor serving during the vacation
had no growing feed or other fancy showing today at the Park. At the periods.
The committee voted for
rations, but were Just raised on or Strand the ever-popular Ronald Col adequate police protection at all
dinary fare, crumbs, rolled oats and man appears in a deliciously human times to be provided by the parties
WE no IT AND SAVE YOU MONEY so on.
tale with a brand new feminine star
and a charmingly choleric "Old using the park.
OUR SPECIAL LOW PRICES
Man."
SUITS, PRESSED, 65c
Grade Five, Tyler School, had an
BORN
Hand Pressing Means Long Life To Your
—At Rockland March 10. to Mr
apple, sandwich and candy sale
Clothes
The committee on the Children’s BLAKE
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Blake, a daughter. Pa
All Our Work Is Guaranteed, Or Money Tuesday—more than $6 being cleared Week program composed of members
Back
This money was given to Janitor of the service clubs of the city met j tricia L.
THE MEN’S SHOP
Flanders to buy material for schoolX MARRIED
PARK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME. ground equipment. He has already Wednesday and started plans for the ITHOMPSON-LARSON
— At
Rockland.
week of .April 26-May 2. Boys and ;
28-Th-tf
March 40. bv Rev. F F. Fowle of Rock
solicited enough wood for a “jumper'' girls will i>e placed in prominent po
port
Mrs
Alberta
M.
Thompson
and
for the boys, and now plans to make sitions in industries, churches and' Albert Larson.
something for the girls.
schols and the week willend with an
DIED
I outdoor pageant on Saturday, May 2.
GINN—At Vinalhaven. March 5. Frances
( At the adjourned annual meeting
A. (Richards), widow of Phlneas Ginn,
Spinach fresh and crisp from the
of the Civil War Memorial Associa
CONFECTIONERS
aged 88 years. 10 months. 22 days.
tion Tuesday evening at G.A.R. hall Sunny South is offered at 10c a j WILSON—At Vinalhaven. March 7. Julia
these officers were elected: President, peck. Come early. Perry's Market. • A. widow of John Wilson, aged 85
years, 8 months. 10 dars.
Mrs. Mary B. Cooper; vice president, —adv.
Edward C. Moran; senior clerk, Ed
ward K. Gould; treasurer, Mrs. Mae
B. Reed; auditor, Henry C. Chatto;
trustees, Mrs. Eliza W. Plummer,
Mrs. Lizzie French. Mrs. Fostella N.
.Benner, William N. Benner, Jr.
Made from roasted peanuts and
_____
FANCY, FRESH, CRISP
High Grade Coating
At the town meeting in Old Or
chard Monday some of the contests
were so close that the ballots were
ounted five times. After some dis1 A? ussion the town clerk suggested the
same method that was adopted in
the “Miss Knox County’ contest, and
the last the spectators saw was a
string of men headed down the stairs
with the town clerk and ballot boxes
The Finest Choice
leading the procession. “How s that?"
1 asks Charles L.

Under the will of the late Edgar
O. Achorn of Brunswick, Lincoln
Academy of Newcastle is bequeathed
Daffodils, Tulips, Easter lilies, cut Or $4,000, the income to be known as
in pots; and Lovely Cinerarias
the Mary Rundlett Achorn fund, in
honor of the teacher's sister.
Watch For Our
Saturday Cash Special
Preliminary games in the inter'■ class basketball series were played
Visit Our New Store Often
P this week, the Seniors defeating the
You Are Welcome
t Juniors 35 to 20 and the Sophomores
defeating the Freshmen 35 to 12.
The Little Flower Shop » Next Monday Sophomores vs.
Juniors and Seniors vs. Freshmen.
"SILSBY'S”
The will ol the late Edwin A. Cum
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
mings of Bangor leaves the bulk of
his estate to his daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Mary W. Cummings. A bequest
of $1,000 is made to the Good Will
Home Association in Fairfield. Mr.
Cummings had many friends in this
city.

The Thomaston second team de
feated the Celtics 24 to 22 Tuesday
night in an overtime period and are
playing a return game at the High
School gymnasium at 4 o'clock this
afternon. This contest will be for
ber-lud!

CHISHOLM’S

CANDIES

EXTRA SPECIAL

PEANUT CLUSTERS
35c lb.

SPINACH

FRESH KISSES
30c lb.

10"

ASST. CHOCOLATES
Mostly Hard Centers
SATURDAY ONLY

Said a well known business man
f.Yesterday: “It is too bad that some
motorists are not a little more con1 siderate during this period of dis
agreeable walking. Cars driven at a
■high rate of speed’ splash through
the water and slush often covering
the unwary pedestrians who have
neither time nor opportunity to es
cape. Pedestrians have their rights,
but outside of the legal aspect comes
the one of decency and courtesy.”
Doubtless many other readers will
echo the business man's statement.

29c lb.

PEPP. PATTIES
Pound Boxes

29c ♦

FRUITS
The Sweetest

FLORIDA ORANGES
You Ever Tasted

25c doz.

FLA. GRAPEFRUIT
5 for 25c
LGE. GRAPEFRUIT
3 for 25c

TOBACCO DEPT.
SPECIALS
50 Cent

BRIAR PIPES
29c
ANOTHER LOT OF
Half Pound 75c Tins of

Prince Albert
Tobacco
And a $1.00

Pipe
$1.75 Value for

1.00

Camel Cigarettes
1.19 carton
White Owl Cigars
6c each

Rev. Dorothy Tilden Spocrl of
i prono will speak at the Educational
* Club's meeting Friday
evening,
■ March 20, on "The Moral and EthiI cal Implications of Citizenship.” The
1 material presented will be a consid
eration of the things which a citizen
must face and the moral and ethical
ideals which he must uphold. It is
obvious that citizenship must include
many moral and ethical ideas which
we often fail to recognize, and it is
these things which will be considered
Mrs. Spoerl in her address. Mrs.
Spoerl. who is the wife of the Universalist minister at Orono, is her•< . self an ordained minister and is at
'■present acting as supply pastor of
- i the Old Town Universalist Church
Tpthen the congregation there is not
hearing candidates A graduate of
^Lombard College in Galesburg. Ill.,
Fwith a Master's degree in Religious
Education from Upston University,
she has served the Universalist
* Churches of Charlestown, Mass, and
I Detroit, as director of young people’s
t work. During the winter of 1930 Mrs.
Spoerl was national president of the
Young People's Christian Union of
the Universalist Church, being the
I second woman to hold that position
in the 40-odd years of the existence
of that organization.

CHISHOLM’S
Opposite Waiting Room
ROCKLAND, MAINE

“It is very gratifying indeed and a
' great pleasure to know that the peo' pie of Maine are receiving our new
; De Luxe coaches with such enthu
siasm," says M. L. Harris, general
4 passenger agent of the Maine CenLtral Railroad. "From the many com1 ments which come to my attention
(daily it appears that our patrons
greatly appreciate our efforts in
I their ‘ behalf. The principal dai'ry
I trains between Bangor, Portland and
j Boston are now equipped with these
new coaches and from my observa
tions on a recent trip the modern
travel comfort now provided on the
j Maine Central compares favorably
With any railroad in the country. In
addition to the crack “Flying Yan
kee" and "Pine Tree Limited" the
Maine Central Railroad and Boston
& Maine Railroads have now added
, this new equipment to all through
trains between Bangor and Boston,
he said.

This week at Crie's Gift Shop—
decorated candle and candle holders,
' one lot 2 candles and 2 holders for
25c. One lot 49c pair (slightly im
perfect). Quantity limited. Come
| quick.—adv.
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s IMONTON ’

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

SIMONTON’S

Put the Spirit of
*

Spring into

;

Your Home
Nowhere is a change more apparent than in window

decoration.

Simonton’s presents everything that is

new, smart and cheerful in curtains and drapery
We are showing this year one of the most

fabrics.

extensive lines in the best values at the lowest prices

in years.

CRETONNES
DAMASKS

New creations in Chintz and Cre
tonne. Values you would expect
to be 50c or more.

And

Overdrape

Materials

to

harmonize with any decoration.

yard 39c
See Our Complete Line ol

TAPESTRY

CRETONNES

50 inches wide

up to

Full size; Ivory and Paris colors
$1.00 pair

Many Beautiful Colors

1.50 yard

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
Spinach fresh and crisp from the
Charles W. Lee is in charge of Hotel
Spinach fresh and crisp from the
Spinach fresh and crisp from the
Sunny South is offered at 10c a Rockland barber shop while the pro Sunny South is offered at 10c a Sunny South is offered at 10c a
peck. Come early. Perry's Market, prietor is ffbsent on account of ill peck. Come early. Perry's Market, peck. Come early. Perry's Market,
—adv.
ness.
—adv.
—adv.

peck
THIS IS A SPECIAL SALE AND WE RESERVE

THE RIGHT TO STOP THE SALE AT ANY TIME

PERRY’S MARKET

in Quality Furniture!
Ranges! Mattresses!

Remnants!

SPECIALS

Everything in the store!
Just think! A new House
hold or Atlantic Range for

FANCY FRESH KILLED FOWL, pound........... 33
SWIFT’S PREMIUM HAMS, halves or whole,
per pound .................................................................. 24
EASTPORT SLACK SALTED POLLOCK, lb .12

$43.50

Many people like them better than codfish for fish and
potatoes or hash

TONGUES AND SOUNDS, pound......................... 18
SALT MACKEREL, pound....................................... 18
BEST MAINE BANTAM CORN, can.................... 20
3 cans for ...........................................................
.50
BEST MAINE PEAS, can............................................ 20
3 cans for .................................................................... 50
GOOD JAPANESE CRAB MEAT, can................. 29
SHRIMP, can /.............................. ?............................... 15
1 CAN GOOD CORN and 1 CAN LIMA
BEANS, for ................................................................ 22
Try these for succotash. A good dinner cheap

LARGE CANS SUPERBA BROWN BREAD

We have a remarkable assortment of

HORTICULTURAL SHELLED BEANS, can .15
3 cans for................................................................... 40
These beans are about as good as fresh shelled beans
in the fall

.18
50

These beans are very popular with our best trade

CANNED PUMPKIN, can.......................................... 16
CANNED SQUASH, can............................................ 15
Try these for pies

TWO CANS MAINE MAID MINCE MEAT..

REMNANTS

.18

With or without raisins

BROWN’S STRINGLESS WAX BEANS, can
3 cans for...............................................

These are Highest Quality Ranges. Built
in New England and built for long, effici
ent, economical service of years’ duration.
These low prices were in vogue Before the
War!

Remnants—suitable for any room in the

house—all sizes, at One-Half Price.

See

o:ir window for samples.

HALF PRICE

.60

With two cans you get a nice pie plate free

2 IB. PKG. NICE PRUNES............................. .21
2 LB. PKG. NICE DATES......................................... 21
BAKER’S EXTRACTS, all flavors; bottle.......... 29
DRY PEAS, for soup; 2 quarts.................................. 25

A $14.75 Mattress
for $8.75

Ask about our low prices on
PAINT, VARNISHES AND WAX
The DuPont Quality

Think that over—a Standard Felt Mattress
High Grade, Long Life, at this New Low
Price—only $8.75.

J. A. JAMESON & CO.
TEL. J7 OR 18

, FREE DELIVERY
Rockland, Maine

Similar Reductions in All
Parts of Our
Store!

TERMS TO SUIT YOU!

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

Telephone 890

Rockland, Me.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 12, 1931
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THE SHORT WAVERS

WAS ILL FOR YEARS

jcOURlER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE^

Except Libby, all schools will re
Sargon Brought Health and
open March 16 for the spring term
A Department For Code
I oi 12 weeks. Because of the recent j
Hope To Daniel P. Slos
10 n
Radio Fans Conducted
7
8 9
j illness of Miss Robinson, the teacher |
12 13
4
1
2
cumb
! at Libby school, it will not reopen j
By
R.
Waldo
Tyler
j until March 23. Anderson school, j
lb
15
14
tto'W*
i
Sargon's fame is based on actual
. which was to have begun this wees, [
results
—
not
promises
or
claims
—
and
I was not reopened on account of the L
n
10
'9
Greetings everyone: I feel hardly a typical example of what has been
Ease
bad traveling.
qualified to report for the shortwavMrs. George Gardiner spent the
ers in the interim between the last
10
21
22 23
weekend with her father H. W. Hunt j
appearance of one of mv columns in
SOMSnm
in Augusta.
this paper owing to the fact that my
24
25
Mrs. Clarence Spear, who is at
own station has been very inactive
s \\\
j Knox Hospital, was expected to be;
—.4 ftofel irorCAy of its name"
during that time. I have been ex
30 3l 32
I able to receive callers Tuesday.
29
2b 17 2B
colds perimenting with the oscillator-amp
Russell
Pearl
of
Stoneham,
Mass
,
W
47th St.,;'i«t west of Broadway, New York
lifier
rigs
to
which
so
much
space
j arrived last Friday to take charge
OMMON head colds often “settle” has been devoted in recent issues of
34
35
33
of Cliffmere Rabbitry at North War
in throat and chest where they the
QST"
magazine
and
even
may become dangc-ous. Don’t take athough my station is practically in
ren.
3&
i 37
3b
In the center of the city’s business,shopping and theatre
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Packard ol chance — at the first sniffle rub on operative at the present time, owing
W
New London, Conn., are spending a Children’s Musterole once every hour to Irregularities in power supply I am
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
Ml
39
for five hours.
j few days in to.vn.
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
Children’s Musterole is just good old fully satisfied that I shalll never
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Libby ot
w)
go back to self-excited trans
4i
MM
| Thomaston were dinner guests Sun Musterole, you have known so long, in again
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.
mitters.
milder form.
day of Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby.
I
am
of
the
opinion
that
most
be

This famous blend of oil of mustard,
Mb
Clarence Davis of Waterville is the
To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well
4b
ginners have avoided the oscillatorguest of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis camphor, menthol and other ingredients amplifier circuit owing to its appar- 1
' as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur
while demonstrating the qualities ot brings relief naturally. Musterole gets ent complicated appearance, but feel‘
49
50
51 52 53
47
action because it is a scientilic‘,counrerthe Grandin Grain Co. of James
nished them beautifully and installed every modern
irritant”—not just a salve—it pene ‘ that the advanced amateur can
town. N. Y., at Waldoboro.
hardly class himself as such until
35 5b
54
3/
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sheldon of Wal trates and stimulates blood circulation, he has tried this circuit and ac
helps to draw out infection and pain.
doboro
were
Sunday
guests
oi
Mr.
and
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large
Keep full strength Musterole on hand, quainted himself with Its performbO
5b
j Mrs. Alfred Sheldon.
59
adults and the milder—Children’s 1 ance If for nothing else than what
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Sawyer enter- for
closets, etc.
Musterole
for
little
tots,
»A1I
druggists.
he
would
learn
from
Its
function.
l tained at cards Monday evening.
G2
b3
bl
CHILDREN’S
, which in itself is simple enough to
Three tables were at play and the
be undertaken by the rankest "lid.”
first
prizes
went
to
C.
Frank
Berry
1OOO ROOMS
• * • •
DANIEL P. SLOCUMB
; and Miss Hilda Aspey; consolation to
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) | VERTICAL (Cont.)
Those
of
you
who have familiar
! Mrs. Leroy Norwood and Herbert K.
1OOO RATUS
1-Grows old
47-Heel ovel
13—Sly look
ized
yourselves
with
the
modern
and
Thomas.
50-Those who buy and 21-Melody
>
5-Mere trifle
iof
course)
high
capacity
oscillators
RADIO in every room
accomplished
for
suffering
men
and
’
Dorothy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
sell
10-Prison
23-Keltic
as
used
in
Hartley,
T.P.T.G.
and
women
everywhere
is
the
case
of
Earl Spear of Waldoboro is visiting
14- A number
54- Date of death
25- Warm and moist
MILD
T.N.T. oscillators, are as competent Daniel P. Slocumb, 86 Arch St
SINGLE from *2.50
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Clit55- Run awpy
15- Earnest pursuit
26- More crude
as
any
of
us
to
build
and
operate
one
Rochester,
who
said:
“
I
hadn't
been
ford Spear.
27- Si/nilar
16- Eruptive skin
57-Smoothe
DOUBLE from *4.00
of
these
oscillator-amplifier
trans

well
for
ten
years
before
I
started
j
Miss Alice Dean of Gardiner spent home was so completely filled that it
53-Unit of length (pi.) 28-Climbing plants
disease
Everything I ate
the weekend with Mrs. H. D. Sawyer, took six men three hours to clear it mitters. Their virtues, repeatedly taking Sargon.
SUITES from *7.00
17- Eager
59-Awaken
29- Swells out
reiterated
in
the
"QST
”
and
the
disagreed
with
me;
and
I
was
con

i Mrs. Tena Hunt and Almore Spear —approximately one-fifth of a mile in „ ,
„ .. , „ ,
.
18- Artificial surfaces
50-Girl’s nayie
30- Lifeless
Special rates for
! spent Sunday in Camden with Mrs. distance—before even a horse could "Amateur Handbook, leaves little to tinually rundown and ‘no account ’1
for skating
61- Take out (print)
31- Pertaining to
be said here and once familiar ajlth I’ve taken three bottles of Sargon; mv
permanent guest*
j Louis Blood.
get through.
19- Reflned
62- Ulcers
ancient
their
operation
it
is
only
necessary
appetite is fine; I haven’t a sign of 1 20- Narrating
Mrs. Alice Gordon has been visiting
The mailman from Union had to
63- Catch the breath
Scandinavia
For banquets a beautiful
to
add
the
crystal
(price
$7.50)
to
indigestion; and I feel like a differ- J 22-Sore
friends in Rockland
with difficulty
charter a snowmobile to get through
,
32-Avarice
ballroom seating up to
The weight of the snow necessltatea have the tast word in amateur sta- ent man. Sargon Soft Mass Pills
MIL
Ralph Spear and Percy Moore are
24- Wooden vessel (pi.)
51- Denuded
*
tion
transmitter
requirements.
1200 persons is available
gave me the first bowel regulation
redecorating rooms at the Vinal rent the addition of another truck to.push
25- Absolute
VERTICAL
37- Sailors
Mil
High
capacity
circuits,
conveni

I've had in years and are the finest1 26- Mountain gorge
recently vacated.
38- Leaping over
behind the snow plow.
William F. Thomann
Mrs. Jack Feyler of Somerville, who
1- At a dictance
obstacles’ in a
Warren went breadless Monday be- ently called "High C,” will be ques laxative I ever took. I gladly recom- ' 29-Exploding
Manager f
33- Sprightly
2- Donata
foot-race
was called to Thomaston by the death ! cause the bread trucks could not get tioned by those not familiar with mend Sargon to everyone"
modern short wave transmitters, and
Sold by The Corner Drug Store, ' 34- Hunting horn
3- Wrong doing
of a relative, spent Monday night at here.
10-Thrust
Telephone PEnn. 6-860S
35- And not
4- Assuaging pain
41-To comb
the home of her father. Lester DolThe Pres' Herald did not arrive even of recent date I have noticed Inc., of Rockland; by George H. Gar
5- Writor
43-African fly
ham.
until noon Monday and then came by many diagrams in some of the radio diner. Warren; and by H. L. Bossa I 36- Fermented grape
magazines which still have open of Waldoboro.—adv.
30-lt
Juice
6- Reduces in
44- Recipients of gifts
A motion picture entitled “Gold' train instead of by truck as usual.
tank circuits, many coil clips
thickness
37- Squalid
46- Pass by degrees
will be shown at Glover hall Satur
The big Sargent snow plow has ended
7- Rcverberated
47- Gir! student
day evening at 8 o'clock'. Comedy just started (March 11, at 11.30) lor and a preponderance of inductance. of the opinion that it may originate ■ 38- At this place
39- Lengthen
8- Requcst
48- Competent
and news also will be featured. There Union, pushed in the rear by a large Such circuits work and do much not in .some of the recent model A.C re
FRIENDSHIP
DX. but
to suffer ceivers. "Tim," my rural radio tin- I 40- Faction
9- Toward the setting 49- Streamlet
will be free dancing, from 10 to 12.
Stirling truck. They were bothered able
.
... are,_inclined
.. _
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
sun
50- Particular time
Mark Rogers of Camden, boss weav some at the comer near Chester
kering friend, sends in the following 41- Anathematize
Charles Sylvester was home from I er in Georges River Mills, being un-I Wyllie’s house because of the huge and
and chirpy
chirpy or
or wobbly
wobbly slBnaIs
signals and couplet that is appropriate after
42- Repairs
10- Bird related to the 51-Castor silk
Pemaquid over the weekend. He is i able to return to Camden Monday, J drifts.
swinging antenna conditions.
this:
44- Moved Swiftly
52- Decays
,
pelicans
in charge of Burnham and Morrill's spent the night as guest of Mr. and
In the simpler circuits I have a de Here lies the body of Addison Mott,
45- Slip
11- Sour
53- Break short
__
clam factory which opened there last i Mrs. John Teague.
cided preference for the Hartley, not His set 'blooped' a neighbor who was 46- Ma ster
112-A single time
‘56-Game of cards
week,
CAMDEN
so much perhaps for what I have
The Farm Bureau will meet with
a good shot."
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Mrs. Margaret Rowland of Sedg Mrs. Olive Peabody Friday. The sub
done with it myself but more for what
« « • •
wick visited friends in town over the ject to be discussed. “Home Flower
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Tewksbury a majority of amateurs have accom
There is only mild activity among
PLEASANT POINT
weekend.
A L 1 flN
G R A M S
Gardens," led by Mrs. Rose Cutting, will entertain the Friday Auction plished with this circuit anti for the
Philip Grey of Rockland was in project leader. All interested in the Club this week at their home on clean, simple manner in which it the amateur operators lately that I
M 1 s T E R
1 T M A N
can find. Safe to say WIBAE, I Ray
Dr. J. E. Tibbetts of Rockland was
town Sunday.
Farm Bureau work are invited to tne Pearl street. Dinner will be served may be tuned. Most of the local Easton) of Rockport has been most a recent visitor in this plate,
1 L L u G A P E D
A L E
Miss Nellie Davis is visiting friends , all-day session.
at 6 30. Elephant prizes will be boys have used this circuit with
T 1
TO N E
A
in Boston.
consistently
at
the
key
during
the
,
Rev.
Mr.
Timberlake
of
Friendship
L E
awarded
those
holding
the
highest
gratifying
success,
and
aside
from
a
Sunday morning subject at the
Y F A s r
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libbv of Congregational Church will be "Co scores.
few now using the single control few weeks since my column last ap- will hold another service in !h^
O T T E R
Thomaston visited relatives in town operative Love—the Basic Principle
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Basslck have T.N.T. about aJI of them are still peared in this paper. Of course I schoolhouse here next Sunday at 2.30
S P E E DL s N A R E
cannot vouch for the early morning , Everybody welcome.
Sunday.
f
G
of the Kingdom." The Lenten serv returned from Boston where they 1 using the Hartley,
!' A N
A
Carleton Simmons has entered the ices start Sunday afternoon at 4 have been living for the past few
DX
shooters
but
understand
that
DX
Mrs
.
j
u
i
ius
Peterson
and
little
son
.
• « • »
R Os E
C 1 M P
P
s
employ of Harry Magee at Martin's o'clock, topic "The Dedication of Jesus y^ars. Mr Bas^ick is obliged to ta„e
conditions
have
not
been
so
favorPeter
of
Long
Cove
spent
a
few
days
:
In my own case I had just about
Point.
AS P EN
to the Coming Glory,” following the a res‘ on Account of ill health,
exhausted the possibilities of the able lately owing to static. The ! last week with her mother Mrs. Olive ‘ p E T R o
Roland Burns. Robert Mitchell and subject of Wednesday evening which Clarence Thomas is a surgical tr- Hartley in my own station having miles per watt championship belt for Barter
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of Ken White, WIBOF. when he | ‘ng the wlnt4r at Gray has rcturned
Waldoboro with the mail by horse
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that
the
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of
the
month
of
March.
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Mrs.
Thelma
Smith
will
entertain
the
works that last State that gives him home'
and sleigh Monday for the first time
Sunday morning Rev. Howard Welch club next Tuesday evening at her that power did not justify its ex
George Cazallis has been attendthis winter.
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will
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on
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at
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to
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to
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the
(ho 40 motor ohonnol
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r Agency. Washington St . next Old South
that I could try out on the Hartley
eighth birthday March 7. giving a be followed by church school and tne home by illness.
and go after the coveted WAC week
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at
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Christian
EnMiss Marion Coombs visited “♦ j mont St.
of nine
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friends i------- Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mullen enter, party to a group oi
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,
(worked all continents) certificate. Rockland
last week.
I Hazel Starrett. Doris Felker, Loma ! deavor wln ** ,led,by Yer_n°n
tained Mr. and Mrs. Allie O. Pills- lator-amplifier rig and now I have a
new
plaything
that
should
be
good
Ernest Maloney and Miss Enid Ma
Miller. Leatrice Davis. Louise Burns. at 6 o clock. At the evening worship jjUry ^jr an(j Mrs. D. J. Dickens and
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
for
at
least
a
couple
of
years
more
Wonder if any of the locals have loney of Port Clyde visited Mr. and
an(j j^rs. Robert W. Jamieson at
Caroline Lash and Alma Winchen the theme will be A Warm Fire and
STEAMBOAT CO.
dinner and bridge this week Mr. experimenting and perhaps by that heard WIGQ our Castine friend late Mrs. A. W. Maloney Sunday.
baugh. A peanut hunt and games a Cold Room.
Capt. J. O. Chadwick and Leon
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
The mission circle of tne Baptist an(j Mrs pjHsbury captured the time something new will be devel ly? I have listened in every Sunday
were enjoyed, after which the comSteamer
leaves Swan's Island at SJC
oped
morning and have failed to find hint Chadwick spent the day recently
ntlv
i pany marched to the dining room Church will meet with Mrs Mav Rot- prjZes
M . Stonington 6.25, North Haven 725,
Starting in the days when phone although I understand from one of with Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Young in Bi
3el-1 A.
Thg members of the
Parish
| where they found favors and refresh- bins at 2.30 Friday to do White Cross
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
: ments.
worl£» » • •
Round Table of the Congregational transmission was a pleasure and with the High School boys that he has fast.
Miss Marion Coombs went to Port i Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. U.,
Church met last evening at the no mean success for low power I still been on with phone occasionally at
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
Echoes Of The Storm
chapel. The program was in charge cherish a hope that I will again re noon through the week. Neither do Clyde Sunday where she is to be the ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan'a
Highly Successful Presentation
turn to phone when the character of I hear WIOG of Belfast any more. guest of Miss Enid Maloney for the Island about 6.00 P. M.
. ON HIS TRAIL
Six motorists marooned on the ofVMrs. Zelma M. Dwinal.
B. H» STINSON. General Agent.
my note warrants it Here again it If these boys have left the 3500 kc week.
"Memory Lane." a three-act com143-tf
Peter is following some foot ■ edy, was presented in Bossa’s hall South Warren road Monday spent the j Miss Virginia Wagner is confined will be an advantage to use the oscil band something should be done
Gwendolyn Stimpson who has beeni
night
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
to
her
home
by
illness.
prints and he says he is on the Tuesday evening for the benefit of
lator-amplifier as we are told that if get them back, if only for the regular ill the past week, is now making gootf ‘
j Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge met we modulate to the oscillator at voice Sunday morning session
recovery, i
right trail to find out who made I the village school. The cast: Hester Mansfield Robinson.
Rogers of Camden was forced Wednesday evening and a program frequencies we produce the result
An old fashioned sing was enjoyed ,
* * * *
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the foot prints. If you want to Gray. Margaret Johnson; Evangeline to Mark
abandon
his
car
at
South
Warren
was
presented
following
the
business
known to amateurs as “wobulation.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. D. I.. •
see a picture of the foot-print her younger half sister. Marcia Da Monday morning and travel the re meeting.
Pleased
to
acknowledge
a
card
ATTENTION!
vis; Obadiah Gray, father of the
In my short period of experimenting
Maloney last Sunday evening. Those
maker, take a pencil and join all two
girls, Donald Knapp; Mrs. J. mainder of the way to Warren vil
Mrs. Leo F. Strong is quite ill at with constant current modulation as from Tracy P. White who operates present besides the immediate fam
We Want Your
the numbered dots together, start Lester Gordyn, Beatrice Bramhall; lage on foot because of the snow her home on Pearl street.
station
W1APR
from
Central
Fire
ily were Henry Teel, Emerson Per
applied to the Hartley I am con
LIVE
POULTRY
ing with'dot number one and Robert Perry, a civil engineer, drifts.
Station
in
Waterville
I
talked
ever
kins, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Stevens,,
The regular meeting of the aux- vinced that on the new rig it should
And Will Pay Highest Market
endin' with dot number forty.
Charles Grant; Willie Gordyn, Paul 25The rural mail carriers were able WlSs •5“„2-SVKS be a “wow” especially for local con the air with Operator White at 6 p. Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Orne, Miss Ma-J
Price
Simmons; Jonah Crowe, a politician,
tacts, which is about all that low pow m., Feb. 23 and at 4 p. m. on the fol rion Orne, Mrs. Grace Maloney, Miss
I Clarence Morton. All the characters
ered phone is good for anyway now lowing day his card acknowledging Gladys Seavey and Miss Georgie Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
j were portrayed exceptionally well
Young.
days owing to the narrowness of the the QSO was in my station.
gt g 3Q
♦
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Care CHARLES McKELLAB
! and the success of the play proved a Wednesday clearing the roads of the A pjcnlc ]un(;h
phone band and the many hams still
WARREN, ME.
reward for all their efforts. Miss drifts near Warren village
using the band. A recent editorial
1 wish all my contacts would QSL
Men were also sent on No. 1 High
Telephone Warren 2-3
Eda Lawry assisted with the make
in
the
"QST"
speaks
of
a
possibility
as
promptly
at
the
Waterville
sta

Spinach fresh and crisp from the
Reference; Any poultry raiser
up and Hadley Miller and Myron way Monday to shovel in order to en
of the limitation of phones to special
. Sunny South is offered at 10c a requirements regarding license and tion. I didn’t learn from W1APR
I Simmons were stage aids. Home- able the plows to do their work.
10»-tf
whether or not he was interested in
peck. Come early. Perry s Market.
One drift measured 11 feet deep.
, made candy was sold by a committee
equipment in the not far distant fu handling traffic, but at least
The
road
near
the
correspondent's
—
adv.
composed of Misses Elizabeth Winture, which, if this comes to pass will here is a possibility for an ouUet for
j chenpaw, Ava Wallace, Eleanor
necessitate practically constant fre Waterville traffic and It is more than
Why suffer tarture* from RhtU'
' Pottle
and
Beatrice
Havener.
quency and a preference to oscilla likely that he could route some
matiam, Sciatica, Neuritis, MuseU'
Misses Arlene Winchenbaugh and
tor-amplifier circuits so used. At Maine coastwise traffic through our
lar Lameneaa, Sprains and Brulsai
Evelyn Autio served as ushers.
present my station is operative in net
whan
Specialties between the acts were
code only and I will report from time
a solo by Miss Phyllis Felker. violin
METHYL BALM
to time through this column the suc
In a recent letter from “Tim" I
solo by Gleason Perry, selection by
cess I have with the new rig. Local
will
bring
almost inatant raliafl
“
I
have
been
taking
Kruschen
Salts
an orchestra composed of piano, Miss
contacts which will comprise the learn that he has missed my column for nearly 3 months. I have con
in The Courier-Gazette during the
Johnson; violins. Donald Knapp
A
scientifically
compounded ex
bulk
of
my
QSOs
during
the
early
BY
tinued taking one teaspoonful in warm
Paul Simmons and Charles Grant;
stages of my experimenting, with this time that,I have been inactive. I water every morning. I then weighed ternal application that ahould bl
drums. Clarence Morton. There was
circuit are asked not to flatter its trust the explanation contained 217 pounds, was always bothered with in every home. Sold only at
also a musical specialty by Charles
performance as a form of a compli herein will satisfactorily explain my pains in my back and lower part of
Johnston’s Drug Store
Grant, Paul Simmons and Clarence
FOR
ment to me for if there is no im absence. “Tim" practically forsook abdomen and sides.
,-w 73 PARK ST.
Morton. Dancing and a social hour
ROCKLANC
provement in its performance I pre the radio game while the pickerel
“Now I am glad to S3y I am a well| Sant Post Paid on receipt of prici
were biting and it has been disclosed
followed.
fer to return to the self excited rig.
woman,
feel
much
stronger,
years
76 canto
Reports are coming in that that he has other weaknesses besides younger and my weight is 170 pounds.
Exclusively
Mtf
STRAND THEATRE
squealers' are again making their radio. He returns to his old love I do not only feel better but I look
Maine Mother
much the same as I do, but his di
appearance
on
the
air.
Occasional
better,
so
all
my
friends
say.
Adaptable to all crops grown I
interference of this sort is noticed in version being so far removed from
“Reports are still coming in,” says
“I shall never be without Kruschen
Solves Problem
and around "The Brook” section, field of radio requires a more elab Salts, will never cease taking my daily
| Jack Holt, “about the arrest oi
in Maine; A type for Potatoes,
orate
excuse
for
his
absence.
Pos

dose
and more than glad to highly rec
where I do my testing. I am inter
Sweet Corn, Grain—EVERY-1
“l/Y little (laughter, Catherine, suspects for the murder of the Chi
it for the great good that is in
ested to hear from anyone who ex sibly he had a special code by which ommend
it.
”
Mrs. S. A. Solomon, New Bern, N_.
JYL caused me many anxious cago newspaper reporter who was ta
periences such interference as I am he learned where the most hungry C., Jan. 1930.” ”P. S. You may think, F ► EMBALMING -4
THING.
moments,” says Mrs. Edward Gree- ken for a ride because he knew too
pickerel were which accounted for am exaggerating by writing such a long
ly, 47 Thomas St., Portland. She many facts concerning the racketeers
letter but truly I feel so indebted to yoa.
his uncanny success while fishing.
RIGHT NOW is a good time to get
for putting out such wonderful salts! MOTOR ANBUIANO
•was listless and constipated after of the town. It is the belief of the
that I cannot say enough.”
4
authorities that some gang leader
whooping cough.
your Fertilizer Home. Mud Time is
A bottle of Kruschen Salts that lasts Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
W1AWR
(Oscar
Crie)
of
Thomaston
“She was nervous and couldn t feared that the reporter was about to
4 weeks costs but 85 cents at David L. ‘
is
on
occasionally
during
the
Sunday
not a great ways off.
sleep right, until a friend advised give information which would jeopar
McCarty’s and druggists the world over. ■ served the families of Knox County
morning session and faithfully at Take one half teaspoon in a glass of hot
California Fig Syrup and I derided dize the bootleggers' activities. All
LADY ATTENDANT
We
have
a
supply
of
PORTLAND
ORGANIC
tends the Navy radio drill everjJ water every morning before breakfast. 1
to give Catherine some. Fig Syrup known facts seem to support that
Attention
to
diet
will
help
—
cut
out
Day Tel. 450
781-1
Shoulders droop under weight of week. Ross McKinney is still inactive pastry and fatty meats—go light on po-1
helped her remarkably. She is now opinion.”
FERTILIZERS here at our STOREHOUSE.
years. Young, yet beauty has fled. owing to irregularities in his keying tatoes. butter, cream and sugar—the
The events that leap from the
strong; sleeps fine; has a good appe
BURPEE’S
Cheeks are sallow and drawn. Un circuit. He made a neat 210 adapter Kruschen way is the safe wav to lose.
Come in for prices and your Supply.
tite and digestion; is quite the headlines often find their parallel in
Try one bottle and If not Joyfully
sightly pimples. Keep your system for a fifty watt socket this week fully fat.
ROCKLAND, ME.
picture of health as you ran see.
motion picture themes. This is illus
satisfied—money back.
clean and you keep the beauty of deserving of a patent and a flne ex
For over 50 years, California rig trated in the Columbia picture “The
youth. Its energy.’ Itg irresistible ample of his mechanical ability.
MASSACHUSETTS MAnIiLLS^ *
Syrup has been helping bilious, Last Parade." which runs Friday-Sat
Rockland Tallow Co.
« • • •
charm. Then life is not a failure.
headachy, weak, constipated babies urday at the Strand. Briefly, the story
Rear 456 Main St.
Clogged bowels and inactive liver
and children. Doctors by thousands concerns a bootlegger, Big Marino,
70 RATS IN ONE NIGHT
Like to see some of the old time
TO LET
cause poisons to seep through the sys pep in the Sunday morning sessions
recommend this pure vegetable prod who warns Larry Pearson, a reporter,
Rockland, Me.
Fine
Suite
of Offices, newly painted,
tem.
Health
vanished
and
with
it
uct Children love its flavor. It acts to stop writing stories about him in
K-R-0 (Kills Rats Only) writes papered and thoroughly cleansed,,
beauty and energy. Dr. Edwards and it would be a revelation to me Mr.-------- , Mansfield, Mass.,
Portland Rendering Co.
centlv to open the bowels in colds the newspaper. When Larry ignores
to
see
one
Sunday
this
winter
when
tellings whitened and floors refinished.
Olive Tablets will help save you from
or children’s diseases. It cleanses a the warning, Marino puts him on the
Mfrs., Fertilizer Dept.
brqught this remarkable result.
this dark hour. For 20 years they have the old gang was on 100%. Let's make K-R-O is the original exterminator . Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
child’s system harmlessly and in a
P.
0.
Box
708,
Portland,
next
Sunday
the
time
and
have
a
1
very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
been prescribed in place of calomel to
hurrv. Bowels become regular with spot.
Maine.
made from oven-dried squill, the | Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
Another racketeer, Cookie Leonard,
good chat.
CUL.
22tf
men
and
women
seeking
health
and
its use and remain so. because they avenges Larry by taking Marino for
ingredient recommended by the U. Si
TEL. 226-M
freedom from constipation. They act
are toned and strengthened by this
Department of Agriculture as sure
easily and smoothly. No dangerous
wonderful combination of pure fig a ride. From that point the screen
death to rats and mice, but not deadly
DR. ETHEL CRIE
sequences proceed with increasing
iping. Take nightly before retiring,
(126)
syrup and elixir of senna.
to dogs, cats, poultry or even baby
tensity, to a climax said to possess
esults will amaze you.
Osteopathic Physician
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Look for the name California when unusual dramatic power.—adv.
chicks. You can depend on K-R-0,
Thousands
of
men
and
women
MAIN
STREET,
THOMASTON
and therefore it has become America’s
buying. That marks the genuine.
Osteopathic Physician
would never be without Dr. Edwards
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
leading rat exterminator in just a
You can offer a five-dollar gold
Olive Tablets, a vegetable compound. Free Children's Clinic 9.00 to 10.00 few years. Sold by all druggists,
CSLIFORNIA i pirce
35
LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAN1
for four-fifty with no takers,
Know them by their olive color. 15c
Every Saturday Morning
poultry supply, seed houses, on a j
PHONE 136
30c and 60c. AU druggists.
syrup I for a while but not for long—Frank
23-tf
money-back guarantee.
lin
Escher.
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HOTEL
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Mothers... Watch
Children’s

C

Carolina Woman

Lost 47 Lbs.

In 3 Months and
Feels Years Younger

Made in Maine

Maine Workmen
Maine Farms
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PLEASANT RELIEF
FROM CONSTIPATION

S
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Every-OtKer-Day
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DEER ISLE
Frank D. McVeigh has begun buy
ing clams for the Underwood factory

POULTRY WANTED
Large or Small Lots
CALLED FOR
We are in Waldoboro the first two
days of each week and all week of
March 23-28.

Tel. Waldoboro 39
MEDOMAK HOUSE

Mass. Live Poultry Co.
27-39

at McKinley which has recently
opened for business.
Miller E. Colby, who has charge of
i the weir owned by the late R. W.
Knowlton, at Southwest Harbor is
■ getting it ready for fishing.
The local schools closed Friday for
a three weeks’ vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Howard of
Spruce Head Island were guests of
Capt. and Mrs. Avery Marshall last
, week, returning to Spruce Head
i Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hosmer were
passengers to Rockland Wednesday
on the Westport. They are making
an extended trip through the West.
Anna McVeigh entertained the
“Loving Hearts” class of the Sunset
Sunday School at her home, Satur
day afternoon. A happy time was
passed and ice cream, cake and pea
nuts jvere served.

More than
73,000 miles in
a New Ford
THE substantial worth of thc new Ford is reflected in
its good performance, economy and reliability.

Its

stamina and endurance are particularly apparent in

sections where bad roads and severe weather put a heavy
extra burden on the automobile.

In less than a year a new Ford Tudor Sedan was
driven more than seventy-three thousand miles over a

difficult route. Tlie operating cost per mile was very low

and practically the only expense for repairs was for new

piston rings and a new hearing for the generator.

The car carried an average load cf 1200 pounds of
mail and was driven 250 miles daily. ‘‘The Ford has
never failed to go when I was ready,” writes one of the

three mail carriers operating the car. “The starter did

the trick last winter even at 31 degrees below zero. The
gas runs about 20 miles per gallon. At times I pull a
trailer whenever I have a bulky load.”
Many other Ford owners report thc same satisfactory

performance. Every part has been made to endure — to

serve you faithfully and well for many thousands of
miles.

The New Ford
Tudor Sedan

I. » W

PRICES

$

<1 F

FOR II

CARS

430 to *630

F. O. B. Detroit, plua freight and delivery. Bumpera and apare tire extra
at amall coat. You can purchate a Ford on economical terma through
tha Authorized Ford Finance Plana of the L'niveraal Credit Company,

FEATURES

OF

THE

NEW

FORO

Attractive lines and colon, rich, long-wearing upholstery,
sturdy rteel body construction, Triplex shatter-proof glass wind
shield, silent, fully enclosed four-wheel brakes, four Houdaille
double-acting hydraulic shock absorbers, aluminum pistons, chrome
silicon alloy calces, torque-tube drive, three-quarter floating rear
axle, more than twenty hall and roller bearings, and bright, endur
ing Rustless Steel for many exterior metal parts. In addition,
you save many dollars because of the low first cost of the Ford,
low cost of operation and up-keep and low yearly depreciation.

TIME FOR

CHICKS

INCUBATORS

BROODERS
CHICK FEEDS, ETC.
Everything for poultry from
childhood to the chopping block

INCUBATORS
Sold and recommended by us for
years. Provide for 275 to 600 eggs
—others of smaller capacity.
PUTNAM BROODER
HEATER
$4.75 Postpaid

Priced as low as their efficiency
is high. Inquire about QUEEN
BROODERS, too.

BROODER HEATER $4.75
as shown in cut, suitable for 35 to 60 chicks. Takes the best of care
of them. Built in an hour, satisfaction guaranteed. Ask for spe
cial circular.
OTHER BROODERS—ALL SIZES

up to 1000 chicks capacity. Special circulars and catalog—and the
176 page 1931 K. & W. catalog on request.
_________________________ -______________i
FARM, DAIRY

I

and

POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEPS

uLENDALL 5 WHITNEY
FEDERAL and

TtMPLt STS.,

PORTLAND

MAINE
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TOWN BUILDING FUND
VINALHAVEN
CLUB WORK’S OBJECT pointed State Club Leader m' the
same state. At the end of two years
Herbert Pelkey is in Bostoik on a
I came to Washington in charge of Waldoboro Citizen Who Hopes It
COME-WE'LL BE LATE.
business trip.
THEY’RE ALL DONE EXCEPT THE
To Be Outlined In Waldo club work in the western states. I Will Be Devoted To New SchoolDO THE DISHES
Mary Morong of Rockport is the
RINSING. THIS QUICK WAY
then
went
to
the
University
of
house
boro March 20 By Foster
guest of her aunt Mrs. E. C. Macin
TOMORROW
OF SOAKING THEM IN RINSO
Nevada as assistant director and Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tosh.
of National Department
taught in the department of eco
TAKES ONLY A JIFFY
The citizens of Waldoboro should
A bridge party will be held this
nomics and sociology. Following this not allow themselves to be misin
Thursday evening at the G.A.R.
“Objectives of Club Work” will be I went to Cornel! for some graduate formed about so called money saving
rooms, under the auspices of the La
the subject presented by Robert O. work and came back to the Depart ideas which seem to crop out at every
dies of the G.A.R.
While spending last ’Thursday eve Foster of the United States Depart ment of Agriculture in 1926 to do annual town meeting.
The town has accumulated a con
ning at the home of her parents Mr. ment of Agriculture at the annual club work in the eastern states I
and Mrs. Everett McHenan, Mrs. 4-H Club Leaders’ Conference which go my degree from Cornell in 1929.” siderable sum of money for a town
building.
Now that a • privately 1
Rognar Peterson, bride of a week,
owned hall, capable of accommodat- j
was given a shower party by Misses
ing the annual meeting in a satis- |
Mary Neilson and Lily Anderson It
factory, way, is available it seems
proved to be a very successful and
best to give up this project. The old
enjoyable affair and a complete sur
Mildred G. Broun
hall, with repairs, can be used for 1
prise.
Refreshments were served
ordinary election purposes and for |
and Mrs. Peterson received many
storing road machinery, although it
beautiful gifts from the large gath
O'could never be made into a satisfac
ering of friends.
tory building for the annual meeting
L. B. Dyer was in Rockland Satur- j
day.
’
I without expense all out of proportion
to the result.
Robert G. Foster
Mrs. B. K. Smith entertained at
i This brings us to the question
bridge Saturday evening at the. home
of her sister, Mrs. I. W. Fifield.
j “What is to be done with this sum of
money?” There seem to be plenty of
While in Portland Mr. and Mrs.
suggestions but most of them are
Charles Chilles had the pleasure of
attending several get-together par is to bc held in the Board of Trade i L. H. Shibles, State Club Leader put forward with the sole idea of
ties of former Vinalhaven residents. room. Waldoboro, Friday, March 20. (and Miss Mildred Brown, assistant 1 spending the money for pet ■ enter
prises regardless of the best welfare
One gathering was at the home of
When asked for a statement about State leader also plan to attend the j of
the town.
Mr. and Mrs. William Doane, with his experience Mr. Foster said:
and will take up state
However, there seems to be one
other
Henry Johnson , “I was bom in Little Rock, Ar- Conference
„ . guests
„
,Mrs.
,
and county problems with the local • idea which is logical and to the best
Mrs. L. R. Smith, Mrs. Harriet Jones i kansas; was raised on a farm in leaders.
interest of all the town. The town
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gross of | Kansas, and graduated from college
As there are now 26 clubs with 38 has started a fund for a new school
Portland. Lunch was served, and a i in New Mexico. My first extension __
leaders and assistant leaders in
social evening, enjoyed.
Another j work, following a year of rural Knox and Lincoln counties a large building, which must be built in the
pleasant evening was spent in South . school teaching, was as county club ' attendance is expected at this meet- near future and which will have to
Portland at the home of Mr. and Mrs. agent in Colfax county, New Mexico, ing, which starts promptly at 10 30 I be financed in some way. If the
! Town Building Fund is added to this
Harry Sanborn, other guests being After a year and a half I was ap- )a. m.
fund it will go a long way toward
LITTLE Rinso fills your dishpan washday! Millions know that Rinso
Mr. Sanborn’s sister Miss Laura B.
; solving this problem without making
Sanborn. Mrs. Harriet Jones and
with a wonderful lot of rich suds. gets white clothes whiter — colored
|
it
necessary
to
increase
our
taxes
at
Mrs. L. R Smith. Lunch was served.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Lasting suds—even in hardest water. clothes brighter — without scrubbing
WALDOBORO
,
that
time.
Mrs. Garnet Thornton of North
William Claytor left Friday for
Soak you-dishes in these lively suds. orboiling! Get the BIG handy house
Leroy Dolham has moved in the
The writer is a farmer who naturHaven was guest of Mrs. Lora Hardi Boston where he will attend a con
See
how the grease goes! A hot rinse hold package of Rinso.
cottage
owned
by
Mrs.
F.
A.
Brum

I ally desires good roads, snow removal
son over the weekend.
w
ference held by the paving cutters
and
your dishes dry clear without wip
mitt
on
Friendship
street.
I
and
the
best
possible
fire
protection
Mrs. Maude Peasley and Mrs. Ola Emil Falla, Hans Nelson and Oscar
ing. Even pots and pans come shin
Mr. and Mrs. Hadlev H. Kuhn were as much as anyone, but does not beAmes entertained the Needlecraft Easton are also in attendance.
ing bright with little scouring.
I lieve it is economy to grab this fund
Club Wednesday evening of last
Mr. and Mrs. Sewell Wagle ar visitors in Portland" Thursday.
week at the home of the latter. The rived here Friday from Attleboro,
Trust your best silver to Rinso’s
Mrs. Joseph David has returned and spend it without careful considInterested.
occasion was in honor of their birth Mass, returning Sunday.
from the Memorial Hospital in Dam ! eration.
creamy suds. No grit. Marvelous for
Our new road commissioner has ariscotta where she has been for sur
day anniversaries. The dining table
white woodwork, for bathtubs, tile,
egg-laying contest at
Highmoor
The granulated soap for week's
was decorated in pink and green, been very busy owing to the big gical treatment.
floors, all cleaning. Nothing like it on
wash, dishes and all cleaning
Farm
should
have
read
"the
leading
with favors of yellow jonquils. A snowstorm. Doc. surely plowed the
The Bridge Club was entertained Maine pen to date.”
beefsteak supper was served, which snow from out the road, assisted by by Mrs. Ida Stahl at Stahl’s Tavern
The Homemakers Society served a
Harold Hupper.
also included a birthday cake.
Thursday evening with two tables in public
supper in the Methodist ves
Town meeting was largely attend Play.
Robert Mathieson and Eleanor
Wednesday at 6 o’clock.
ed. Three new selectmen were elect
Simmers went Saturday to Boston.
Mrs. Laura Sw^eatt has returned tryMeenagha
Grange did not meet
Mrs. Reuben Carver entertained ed to office, Fred Smalley, 1st; Win from Newport where she has bec-n
Enjoy its flavor
Monday evening on account of the
the members of the Washington Club field Tabbutt, 2d; Fred Seavev, 3d; employed for several weeks.
storm. The next session will be held
road commissioner, Clarence Thomp
at supper Saturday evening.
Miss Alma Glidden of Winslow,
Depend on its freshness
On the evening of March 8 Mr. son; clerk, C. E. Wheeler; members Miss Dorothy Donnelly of Water March 24 when degrees will be con
and Mrs. O. V. Drew entertained of school board. Flora Smalley ville and Horace Kemp of Ellsworth ferred upon several candidates
The Mending Club gave Mrs. Percy
friends in honor of the birthday an Frank Robinson, and Harriette Long. have returned to their respective
niversary of Mrs. Drew. Supper was Deacon H. F. Kalloch. 86 years of homes for the two weeks recess from Moody a delightful surprise party
and shower at its last meeting. Re
age, gave a very interesting talk. He their duties in the High School.
served.
freshments were also served. Those
Alfred Headley is in Boston on a did not think the janitor of our
Miss
Jessie
L.
Keene
a
member
of
schools should be someone from out the Gorham Normal School faculty, present were Mesdames Velma
business trip.
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton returned of town and he is not alone in his has been at her home here for a fevz Hatch, Olive Crowell Helen Perry,
Gertrude Benner, Ethel Benner, Miss
Friday from Rockland, having ac- ideas. The citizens of our town are days.
Edith Benner and the hostess.
' companied her mother Mrs. Etta dissatisfied and think some one in
The
Homemakers
were
entertained
j Clark to Knox Hospital, where she our town should have that job, and Monday evening by Mr. and Mrs.
A Washington item says that a
rightly so. If the town furnishes a
underwent a surgical operation.
Alexander Stewart at the Methodist delegation of Maine congressional
Regular meeting of the Ladies of High School, why not keep the parsonage. There were 15 members representatives, headed by Senator
ti.e G.A.R. was held Friday night money in the town? It is needed present.
Hale, called on President Hoover and
and two candidates ’were initiated right in this little village.
The annual tovzn meeting which discussed development of the Acadia
Thomas Radford is keeping house
into the order, Mrs. Donald Johnwas to have been held Monday was National Park at Bar Harbor. John
the Weston Pierson camp.
I son and her sister Mrs. James Calder. in The
adjourned for one week on account D. Rockefeller, Jr., recently withdrew
quarry
at
Willardham
did
not
A supper preceded the ceremonies, start w’ork last Monday, owing to the of the severe storm.
an offer to develop the park because
with Mrs. William Lawry, Mrs. O. V.
Mrs. Porter Soule was hostess at 1 of protests from citizens of Maine.
bad
weather.
Drew, and Mrs. Ola Ames as house
William Barter has been suffering the Wednesday afternoon meeting of ) Senator Hale said after the conkeepers.
; ference, he and his colleagues hope
the Star Club.
from an abscess in his head.
Marguerite Chapter , O.E S., will
Mrs. S. H Weston and Miss Eliz ; to persuade Mr. Rockefeller to renew
hold regular meeting next Monday.
Spinach fresh and crisp from the abeth Weston are passing a week in his offer and in their discussion with
A unique entertainment is being ar Sunny South is offered at 10c a Lynn.
i the President they talked of plans
ranged bv the committee, to he given peck. Come early. Perry’s Market,
The item last week concerning 1 for the future development of the
at the close of tlie ceremonies.
’
Foster Jameson's pen of birds at the park.
—adv.
The Village Improvement Society
held a meeting at the G.A.R. rooms
Monday night and Mrs. W. Adelbert
Smith was elected secretary. This
organization, recently formed, is for
the betterment of our town. All are
invited to join, and by cooperation
in this good cause much work will be
accomplished. The next meeting will
be March 24 in the G.A.R. rooms.
Mrs. Carroll Gregory with .Mrs.
Herbert Morton and son John, spent
the weekend with Mrs. Andrew Ben
nett at Heron Neck Light. Saturday
evening bridge was played, Mrs.
Morton receiving first prize, Mr. Ben
nett a close second. At midnight
I everyone was called to the dining
room, where a feast was in readiness
Union Church circle will hold its
usual supper tonight at the vestry.
Elizabeth Grav was in Rockland
Saturday to visit her mother Mrs.
George Gray who is convalescing at
Knox Hospital.
• • • •
Mrs. Julia A. Wilson
Mrs. Julia A. Wilson, 85, died Sat
urday afternoon at the home of her
son Harry Wilson, with whom she
had lived for many years. Mrs. Wil
son was born in Mount Desert,
daughter of James and Susan
i Brown) Higgins. She was the
widow’ of John Wilson and had lived
in Vinalhaven over 50 years. She
was a member of Union Church, also
of the church circle, w.’hlch she had
served as president; a member of
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., having
filled the office of chaplain for sev
eral years; also a member of Lafay
ette Carver Corps.
Mrs. Wilson was a woman of quiet
tastes and fine culture, devoted to
her home and family, and was great
ly beloved and highly respected.
She leaves her son Harry Wilson, a
daughter Susie Wilson having died
in earlv life; two grandchildren, Sid
ney Wilson and Mrs. Harold Clark,
both of Portland, and a sister Mrs.
Luella Swan of Franklin. Funeral
services were held Tuesday afternoon
at her late home on East Main street.
Rev. P. J. Clifford, pastor of Union
Church officiated. The abundance
of flowers, of which she was very
fond, testified to the love and esteem
SOCONY GASOLINES: Banner, most popular in the
in which she was held. Interment
was made in the family lot at
non-premium' field; Socony Special plus Ethyl,(W)most popular in
Carver’s cemetery.
the premium field. In winter particularly you will find that "Special”
• * * *
Mrs. Frances A. Ginn
gives quickest starting, saves nagging on self-starter, reduces "choke
Mrs. Frances A. Ginn, 88. died at
gasoline” in crankcase, eliminates knocking. YOU SAVE MONEY.
her home March 5. She was the
widow of Phineas Ginn. She was
born at Frankfort, daughter of the
late Rev. David and Susan (Ginn)
NEW SOCONY MOTOR OIL: A completely de
Richards. Mrs. Ginn was of retiring
waxed, 100% paraffine base oil that flows freely and maintains the
nature and devoted to her home life.
She came to Vinalhaven 62 years ago
proper body at all temperatures. Reduces wear in your engine. Gives
and taught several terms in the pub
perfect piston seal, maximum power, minimum gasoline and oil con
lic schools. In early life she united
with Union Church. During her ill
sumption. Try it today. YOU SAVE MONEY.
ness she was tenderly cared for by
her daughter, Miss Carrie Ginn, by
w’hom she is survived. She also
leaves one sister, Mrs. Charlotte
SOCONY CERTIFIED LUBRICATION: Socony
Huff of Saco, who is 92 years of age;
Service men have been schooled in correct lubrication. No guesswork.
and a son-in-law, Roscoe Jones of
South Brooks. Funeral services were
They follow a chart of your car, reach every big and little point with
held Saturday at the home, Rev. P.
the proper lubricant. Keep performance up, repair bills down with
J. Clifford officiating. There were
beautiful floral offerings. Interment
Certified Lubrication. YOU SAVE MONEY.
was made in the family lot at John
Carver cemetery. The bearers were
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Sidney Winslow, Vernard Mossman,
Arthur Calderwood, Ernest Mills.

Here’s dishpan magic!
Grease soaks off in a flash

A

Rinso

ARMOUR'S

CL

KBU

BUTTER

Spinach fresh and crisp from the
Sunny South is offered at 10c a
peck. Come early. Perry’s Market,
—adv.

SAVE WITH SOCONY THIS SPRING

Every-Other-Day
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where he has made a beginning at Mrs. Williamson’s absence in Union. turned to her home here. It had Ml lu ll ANTS & FARMERS MU Tl’AL
FIKE INSURANCE VO.
market gardening. He will have room
Mrs. B. H. Kellar went to Portland been many years since the two sis
Worcester, Mass.
on his newly purchased property to Tuesday.
ters
had
passed
a
season
together,
—w-----------------------------------------------Ralph Blackington. Wallace Feyler, do an extensive business.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Those
who
attended
the
meeting
ot
and
Mrs.
Williams
is
very
happy
over
William Hodgkins and Frank Allen
Mortgage Loans .................... $ 4i 3on on
the
Community
Brotherhood
at
the
her
winter's
visit.
Stocks and Bonds ................. 332, ,933 25
motored to Mattawamkeag Friday on Mrs. Ambrose Wallace has returned t Congregational vestry Tuesday eve
Nicholas Anzalone is having a ra Cash in Office and Bank .......
836 71
from a visit to her sister, Mrs. O. F.
business, returning the same day.
,001 os
Agents’ Balances .................
ning
were
served
a
fine
supper.
How

dio
set
installed
in
his
barber
shop.
Borneman, in South Waldoboro.
Bills
Receivable
....................
17 12 j n ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
Wilbur Strong, Jr., is ill with the
••• ••• ••• •••
Arcana Lodge. K P. had rehearsal Interest and Rents ...............
.161 91
Mr. and Mrs. Winfied L. Davis came I ard Wood’s talk on "Katahdin" with
grippe.
STRAY small female hound found,
the
photographs
shown
interested
the
of
the
degree
staff
at
the
meeting
All othcr Assets .....................
.579 59 with
from
Waldoboro
Tuesday
to
help
collar,
no
name
on
it. Apply COU- ,
Mrs. William Mathews is now being
31-33
celebrate the birthday anniversary ot j men, and gave knowledge of that sec last evening. A superfine fish chow-1 Gross Assets ...................$ 465.833 53 RIER-GAZETTE Office.
cared for by a trained nurse.
tion of Maine that but few possess. der prepared by Anson Prior fol- i Deduct items not admitted
1.595 85
LOST: A beautiful woman's reputation.
The ladies of the Episcopal Guild their granddaughter, Esther E. Some species of birds and animals lowed.
Ruth Chatterton. wife of the socially
met at the vestry Tuesday alternoon Achorn, Green street.
Admitted ......................... $ 464.237 68 prominent Paul Cavanaugh, boasts that
which were formerly plentiful are now
Mrs. Henry L. Bryant has returned
the devil is her mascot. It is hinted her
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield L. Davis came extinct.
for work, followed in the evening by
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1930
to New York after several weeks
is unfaithful. Can she be seeka Lenten service conducted by Rev. South Warren are spending a few ' The Sea and Shore Fisheries com spent in Atlantic City and a brief Net Unpaid Losses ................. $ 14,618 97 | husband
revenge? See "Unfaithful” at the
Unearned Premiums .............. 232 097 65 ing
days with their son, Rodney Jordan
E. O. Kenyon.
Park
Theatre.
Wednesday and Thursday,
mittee have reported "ought to pass” stay in Washington D. C. While ir All other Liabilities
.
7.090 51
31-lt
Oscar Hodgkins of Portland has sold and family. Brooklyn Heights.
the’ capital city she w-s entertained, Surplus over all Liabilities .. 210.430 55 March 18. 19.
on
the
bill
removing
protection
from
Mrs. Blanche Vose is taking the ■
DARK BONE RIM GLASSES between
his house at the West End to Mr. and
at dinner by Mr. and Mrs. George
lobsters
aud
crabs
in
the
Georges
Total liabilities and surplus $ 404.237 61 Strand Theatre and Rankin Block—
Mrs. James O'Neil. Mr. O'Neil and place of Mrs. Lula Williamson in the
Ncwcombe.
__ ____
________ ______ 31-Th-3* i probably Thursday evening. Finder no
family have been living on Ship street lamily of Mrs. Emily C. Smith during | river.
tify MRS. A. E. CROCKETT. 19 Oak St.
Grace
Chanter.
O.E.S.
had
a
suc

\M1 RK \N 11 I I \M 1 l\M |{ \\< • ( >
Ear! Cogan has gone to Bucksport
29*31
1 Liberty Street. New York
for several weeks' work for the Central cessful meeting last evening .in
charge
of
the
new
officers.
Suppe;
fcp
•••
«•*
•••
•••
.«.
|f
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Maine Power Co.
The Chataneet Club will meet with was served bv the committee: Mrs
17.353 61
in Office and Bank
Mrs. Ora Woodcock this Thursday Maude Grafton. Mrs. Mary A. Jones Cash
Special Purchase of
Kgents Balances’ ...........
evening.
and Mrs. Lucy Sillery. Mrs. Mar-1 Interest
•
*
and Rents ........
V*
«•« *•«
*•* «•« ••• •••
|p
The large fisherman being built by garet Lakeman and Mrs. Gertrudt
180 Fairs Heavy Service
Grocs
Assets
........................
$9,325,841
34
BOYS
TO
SELL
SatuWay
Evening
C. A. Morse
Son has been named . Oliver received the degrees of the
Postr Ladies' Home Jounwl. Country
order and Mrs Minnie Hamilton was
the "Viking.”
Gentleman. Appl£ to WILLIS ANDER
Weight All Silk
Mrs. William Stone entertained a admitted by affiliation. Violin se
SON. JR . 9 Warren St. Tel. 1202.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
•
29-31
party at bridge Tuesday evening with lections by Miss Phyllis Belasco. ac-1 Net Unpaid Losses ............... $ 194.
companied by Miss Alcada Hall were Unearned Premiuhis .............. 1.698.
LAMBS—Need a few small lambs
three tables in play.
Al
lother
Liabilities
..............
110.
State
price
JOHN
MORRIS.
Long
Cove.
Peppy music by the Jazz Orchestra much enjoyed,
Cash Capital .......................... 3 000.
Tel. 11-21, Tenant’s Harbor.
29*31
will feature the dance Friday evening
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 4.322,
WANTED—Position as chef or all
at the T.H.S. gymnasium, under the
round cook. Best of references. Can
Mrs. Eben O. Feyler
able direction of Miss Alcada Hall.
any time. HORACE T. PERRY, 5
31-Th-3’ start
Wadsworth St.. Thomaston.
7-tf
Mrs. Lillian Feyler, wife of Eber.
Admission is 25 cents for both danc
TRANSCONTINENTAL INSURANCE CO.
ing and balcony tickets, and proceeds O .Feyler, who died at her home
New York, N. Y.
|p ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• .•*
will benefit the High School Glee Club March 7 is worthy of more than
Last year price $1.95
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
and Orchestra. Parents and older passing notice. She was the daughfriends will be welcomed at this dance ter of Thomas Young of Windsor and Cash in Office and Bank
as well as the younger people. This is Martha (Mink) Young, formerly of Agents’ Balances ..........
.0. .0.
.0.
and Rents
a practical way to show interest in Waldoboro. April 17. 1879. she was Interest
QUARTERED OAK dTning room set.
All other Assets ..............
married
to
Eben
O.
Feyler
of
Thom

TELEPHONE
1155.
Rockland.
31-tf
these worthy activities of Thomaston
aston. which town had ever since
Gross Assets ......................
boys and girls.
ROYAL portable typewriter.
TEI.
607-Y
31-33
Red Cross drouth fund contribu been her home. Fourteen children Deduct Items not admitted
tvere
born
to
them,
and
two
grand

DAN MUNRO'S Cigar /Store and Pool
tions not yet listed have been re
Room nt 6 Park St. Apply at MUNRO'S
ceived lrom Miss Lucy Kalloch. S1.00: children were also given to her care
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1930
RESTAURANT.
31-33
Thomaston friend. $5 and Miss Min upon the death of their mother. Mrs Net Unpaid Losses ................ $ 91.
BUCKEYE INCUBATORS, one 175 egg
Feyler became a home builder at the Unearned Premiums .............. 727.
nie Fernald $1.00.
one
250
egg.
good
condition,
price
$15
other Liabilities .............. 445,
In the Junior Bulletin of the Na age of 16. As Jhe years passed and All
end $20 Tel 3-4. C. E. OVERLOCK. R
Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.
2.
Warren.
30*32
tional Federation of Music Clubs is a children increased, she realized the
letter from Miss J. Lillian Vandevere greatness of the task before her and
REPOSSESSED Oll Burners lor sale
Guaranteed as good as new $35 Terms
of Brookline, Mass., national chair- with courage born of determination
if
desired. CONFIDENTIAL LOAN CO
man of Federated Toy Orchestras and to make good she faced the future
431 Main St. Tel. 190
30-32
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
Rhythm Eands. She mentions a let- Sorrow came as some of her children
Sizes 81 2 to 10
INDEPENDENCE INDEMNITY CO.
GAS RANGE.
Chamber’s tireless
ter that she had received from a toy were taken in babyhood, but • with a
cooker. $10. Also bed couch. $5. ApASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
in Maine, telling her how much he fine spirit of self-sacrifice she car- Mortgage Loans .....................$ 83.500 J ply 32 SCHOOL ST. Tel 1013-M. 29-31
enjoyed playing in a toy orchestra, ried on. So large a family meant
PLENTY of worms for the early trout
These are all pure silk to a
fisherman now on hand. MAINE MUSIC
and of different public appearances expense for one to meet, so she also Cash in Office and Bank
Agents
’
Balances
..............
STORE.
29-31
made. She said the letter was beauti- , became a wage earner as opportunity Interest and Rents .........
4 inch lisle top
PATCHWORK Dress
Percale Clipfully written, but what pleased her offered Thus the time passed until
pings 7 lbs. $1; Ginghams, sizes up to *4
most and did her heart good was that two years ago she was obliged to turn
W
New Spring Colors are: Sunbronze, Rendezvous. Promenade, Light
yd.. 5 lbs $1. Postpaid. Or pay postmkn.
Gross Assets .....................$10,650
the writer said: "When I get to high the management of the home over Deduct
plus
postage. LAWSON TEXTILE CO I 9
Gun Metal, Muscadine, Snake Skin, Mauve Beige, Bahama, Plage.
items not admitted 1,814
Aster Street, Providence. R. I.
29*31 ,
School I am going to try for the high to others and rest.
Admitted ............................. $8,833,137 09
FINEST DAIRY FARM ln Knox
school orchestra." Miss Vandevere
Mrs Feyler had the affectionate
DEC 31 l°30
County. Just off State road. 100 acres
says. "When a boy in the fifth grade care of her children during the years V * TT LIABILITIES
T
eanfo OO1 ™ equally divided in pasture, tillage and
Another Special
can look so far ahead and make his of her life and was made happy by Net Unpaid Losses ............... $4,059,921 60 woodland. Level fields. 1000 cords hard
u.ms ............ 2
21 wood. 100 maples. Fine buildings. Water
plans for music, he is really musical, their devotion to her as it closed
1 wOt~er
• J58.14, J) in house and barn. Owner includes 15
He can see toy orchestra as a definite Such a life of sacrifice is impressive i
Cash Capital
••••.•■
1 ?52'5?2 2? cows and heifers; also farming tools*.nstop along lhe road to musicianship, and one may well believe that “He Surplus over all Liabilities
612.317 25 quire ”F" M40 Main St.
28-33
He knows that every minute spent whose eye is on the sparrow" has not Total liabilities and surplus $8 833.137 09 , YOUNG HOLSTEIN COW. new milch.
Service Chiffon
with triangle or tambourine is training failed to mark her life and measure
for, sale by JOHN KEINANEN, Warrer^
LAW UNION & ROCK INSURANCE
RFD 1 Box 10'’
that will make him a better member out due rewards.
CO.. LTD.,
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10, Junks,
Double Point black or
of a high school orchestra. I can
Funeral services were held Wedof London, England
$12; wood fitted and under cover, $14. O
just see that toy playing and I know nesday afternoon Rev. H. F. Leach
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
H. CRIE. Thomrston. Tel. 122-2. 27-tf
contrasting heel; last year
that he makes the most of whatever officiating. The house was filled Stocks and Bonds ..................$2,267,168 77
i «
-r, ,
FOR SALE Dry wood under cover,
$1.95; now—
instrument he plays Sometime, some- with relatives and friends, and many ta-h
in Office and Bank
J16.1M ,7 long, t]0;
,14. Junks. $12; nmbs
where he is sure to get the musical flowers attested the appreciation of Agents’ Balances .................. 261.724 40 $10. T. J. CARROLL Tel. 263-21 27-tf
Interest and Rents ................
25,056 92
education that he wants." The boy ' her faithfulness and love.
The All other Assets .....................
4.047 79
»•
*•« ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
■«.
|$
from Maine is Russell Tabbutt of bearers were the six sons. Mrs. FeyGross
Assets
.......................
$2,874,106
65
Thomaston’s own Toy Orchestra and ler is survived by her husband., sons
much credit is due Mrs. Ruth R. Merrill O. of Roxbury. Mass.. Leslie Deduct items not admitted .... 138.282 78
Eiaekett. the organizer and leader. Walter S. and Rodney E. of Thoma. Admitted ................ -...........$2,735,823 87
»• ••• ••• •••
•••
•••
IP
ALL MAIL ORDERS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED Bi MONEY
Thomaston should be proud of them, ton, Elliot A. and Burleigh S. of
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1830
HOME COOKING. Orders taken for
ORDER. WE DELIVER FREE
Rcbcrt H. Libby and Albert Mank Somerville, Mass.; three daughter Net Unpaid Losses ................. $ 101.173 00 doughnuts,
rolls, cakes, cookies, pastry,
have been drawn as traverse jurors Mrs. Earl F. Hyler. Mrs. Leroy Wa.- Unearned Premiums ............ 1.288.461 37 etc. MRS. SAWYER. 209 Main St. Tel
other Liabilities .............. 120.693 85 144-J.
30-32
’ for the May term of court.
lace. Miss Mary Feyler all of Thorn- All
Surplus over all Liabilities 1 225.495 15
TYPEWRITERS and business equip
Miss Ruth Franks of Allston. Mass, aston; grandchildren. Warren. Wal—new or used; for sale; also rentals
and Miss Eleanor Franks of Bangor lace, Barbara and Richard Feyler Total liabilities and surplus $2,735,823 87 ment
and repairs solicited. Cash or terms.
were guests Tuesday of Mrs. Russell and Dorothy Wallace of Thomas;„s; _____________________________ 28-Th-34 PHONE 740.
_________________ 29*31
CORPORATION
Davis.
Kenneth Feyler of Somerville. Mas*,. LONDON ASSURANCE
THE ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COL
London. England
346 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Fairfield Williams who spent and Doris Feyler of Medford M ss.
LEGE offers a complete training in all
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
the winter in Andover. Ct., with her Interment was in the Thomaston Stocks and Bonds ................. $5,952,637 56 branches of business science. Fit your
self for a better position. Enroll now
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
......
654.112
92
sister, Mrs. Alvah Gillchrest, has re- I cemetery.
Agents’ Balances ................... 388.120 08 TEL 994 or 990-M________________ 28-33

THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column
** ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 1$
! LOST AND FOUND ;

SHATTERED
Can You Restore Her?
See Details Below

k

-- -- -- -- ■-- -- -- - - - -- - 5LL-- --

WANTED

HOSE

1^

.*.

FOR SALE

|p
;
gf

3 Pair $3.00

Here is this week's Classified-Park Theatre Puzzle. Fol
low the directions and be one ot Twenty to win a ticket Free
for Park Theatre.
Here's what you do—cut out the pieces of the photograph,
arrange them in their proper place and send them to the
Classified Editor of The Courier-Gazette, Winners will be
judged on neatness, correctness and originality.
All replies must be postmarked not later than noon—Satur
day, March 14.
Winners will be announced in The Courier-Gazette
Tuesday, March 17

Last Week’s Answers

MODELYM

$1.25

MISCELLANEOUS ;

CUTLER-COOK CO.

Bills Receivable ...................
Interest and Rents ................
All other Assets ..... ft,........ .....

Sherwin-Williams

“Specify Sherwin-Wil
liams Paint and engage
a good painter.”

Do You

Ml MEI

Need New

RAPID DRYING

TRY THIS AMAZING ENAMEL FOR FURNITURE, TOYS AND WOODWORK
You will find Sherwin-WiHiams Rapid Drying Enameloid different from
any other enamel you have ever tried before. It brushes so easily
and levels out to a smooth glass-like film of color that will wear and
wear. Enameloid brings the life and
sparkle of color to almost any surface,
such as toys, woodwork, and particu
larly breakfast room and bedroom fur
niture? Enameloid comes in a wide
range of sparkling colors. We have your
favorite color and can show you many
pleasing color schemes for your kitchen
or breakfast nook furniture,
Per Quart....................................

$1,50

Ceilings?
Let us measure
your rooms for new

ceilings of Steel,

Fibre Board, Sheet
Rock or Celotex.
We will design your

TIMELY TilCOEfUriONT

ceilings and quote

SHESWIN-WfLLfA/WS

Sher win- Williams

FLAT-TONE

MAR-NOT

A washable flat wall paint for in
terior decorating. Produces beauti
ful velvet finish on plaster or wallboard.
na
Per Quart....................
.OU

Fast-Drt

terial or the ceiling

A wafer-resisting floor varnish made
to wall: on. Rapid Drying, for wood
cr printed linoleum
floors. Pet Quart..

installed and paint

Sherwin- Williams

FLO-LAC
Rapid Drying
Sherwin-Williams Flo-Lac stains
and varnishes in one simpie opera
tion.* Comes in all popular wood
effects. Use it on floors, wood
work, and furniture.
Cl CA
Per Quart....................

$1.40

prices for the ma

ed.

Sher win- Willia ms
FLOOR ENAMEL
Rapid Drying

K beautiful enamel finish for wood,
concrete or linoleum floors. Wears
splendidly in service.
Per Quart....................

A

$1.00

W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

S

21.902 4u
WATCH & CLOCK repairing. Work
65.217 70 called for and delivered in city. Tel.
286.790 71 1158-W. S. A MACOMBER. 23 Amsbury +.
St.. Rockland. Me
20*32
Gross Arscts .......................$7,868,781 37
MARCEL WAVING. 50c. MADELYN
Deduct items not admitted ..
43.112 30
McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191. Just n
s|eps from Main St.
26*37tf
Admitted ............................. $7,825,659 07 few steps
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
E'? E. A. KNOWLTON file your saw?
LET
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $1,169,513 00 and repair vour furniture at 216 LIME
Unearned Premiums .............. 3.556.177 18 ROCK ST Tel 1010______________ 27-tf
All other Liabilities
210 830 97
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair gooch
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 2.889.147 92
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
Mall
orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
Total liabilities and surplus $7,825,669 07
♦ Tel. 519-J.
72-tf
EDWARD W BERRY, Agent,
40 Broad Street.
PRUNING, grafting, trees taken down;
25-Th-31
Rockland Maine.
agent Cl.ac Bros, nurseries.
A. J
CONNECTICUT GENERAL I ITS INSUR HENRY. Thomaston. Tel. 32-3. 25*26-38
ANCE COMPANY
••• ••• ••• ••• •«. •<. $*
•» —
Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC 31. 1930
♦
Real Estate ........................... $7,437 873 07
Mortgage Loans .................... 53 057.403 86 ♦
Collateral Loans ....................17.365.283 53
Stocks and Bonds ..................56.640.085 14
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 1,054.810 62
7-ROOM HOUSE, to let. furnished or
Agents' Balances .................
42.338 69 unfurnished at 20 Maverick St Rock
Interest and Rents .............. 2.447.418 40 land. Call 435-W or inquire at 8 STATE
All otner Assets ..................... 5.221.066 93 ST., after 6 o’clock.____________
31-33
NICE FRONT ROOM, centrally locaGross Assets .................. $143,266,285 29
ted,
price
right.
Apply
at
28
ELM
ST
Deduct items not admitted
89.479 20
.
Admitted ............................ 143.176.806 09
AT 23 FRANKLIN ST . Rockland 4LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1939
room apartment
with or without
Net Unpaid Losses ................$1,733,276 44 garage MR£. DAVID OSIER R. 4. WaUnearned Premiums ............ 1.227.872
70 ' terville,
»*- Me'
31*36
All other Liabilities .............131.021.894 73
FURNISHED ROOMS all modern to
Cash Capital ........................ 3.000.000 00
Surplus over ail Liabilities .. 6,193,762 22 let. Apply to HILL DANE. 30 I lgh St.
__ __________
30-tf I
Total Liabilities and Sur
FURNISHED APARTMENT on Grove
plus ................................... $143,176,806 09 street, all modern. COBB-DAVIS.’ INC.
DEANE S. THOMAS. Manager,
__________________ 29-tf
608-9-10 Clapp Memorial Bldg..
ALL MODERN 5-room tenement, cen
25-Th-31
Portland. Maine.
tral location. Beech Street. Garage. L
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPOR- A. THURSTON. Tel. 1159, Rockland.
ATION
________________________
29-31
Kansas Citv. Missouri
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Fulton
St.
Inquire
ROSE
PRESCOTT.
Real Estate ................. -........ $ 238.224 29
27-tf
j Mortgage Loans ..................... 604,957 87 240 Broadway.
Stocks and Bonds ............... 5.892.493 97
SIX-ROOM HOUSE, 146 Limerock St '
1 Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 861.669 86 TEL. 819-W.
27-tf ;
' Agents' Balances ................. 684.847 97
—Modern rent in brick house
| Interest and Rents .............. 83.768 53 atTO157LET
Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt I
All other Assets ................... 90,719 59
Toner. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel
Gross Asc.ets ........................C8.45S.682 C2 568-W______________________ 27-tf
Deduct items not admitted
oi
TO LET--On Warren St., 6 room tene
ment. $22; gas and electricity. Very |
Admitted ............................. $8,066,455 21 pleasantly located in good neighborhood
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1930
Apply ut 12 WARREN ST Tel. 577. 27-tf
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $2 171.027 40
TO LET-Tenement at 38 Mechanic St
Unearned Premiums ............. 1,616.983 78 MRS
W S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St
All other Liabilities .............. 528.444 03 Tei. 874-W.
____
27-tf i
Cash Capital .......................... 1.500.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 2.250,000 00

[KT
The above puzzle in the Classified-Park Theatre series created much
interest and resulted in a grist of answers—a majority of them wrong
THF. CORRECT ANSWERS
1. Prudential Insurance Company
2. Maxwell House Coffee
3. Bull Durham Tobacco
4 Hart Schaffner <k Marx Clothes
5. Old Dutch Cleanser
6. Bell Telephone
7. SherwTn-Williams Paint
8. Santa Fe Railway
31*33
9. Skookum Apples
10. Fisher Bodies
11. Swift’s Meats
12. National Biscuit Company13. Cadillac Automobiles
14. Goodyear Rubber Company
15. Firestone Tires
16. Paramount Pictures

TO LET

••• ••• •••

>•. .>.

IP, *•• *•* •••
♦
♦

^ |fi \ standard
S. C R I. REDS—Baby chicks from
utility stock. Maine accredited.

They make healthy, productive hens.
Price per 100. $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up,
$18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. E.
*
— » C. TEAGUE. Warren, Me. Tel. 13-42
' Warren.
ll-tf
FARMS large and small, for sale in i
Union Hope. West Appleton. Warren ,
and West Rockport; also shore property;
on Crawford Pond. Seventree Pond and
v.
■acgaa^.i Ji . w
Lermond Pond. M. R. Miller. East I
31*33
Union. Tel. 18-32

REAL ESTATE

*
?

135 ACRE FARM, stock and equipment .
for sale, estimated 3,000 cords wood
MORTON A. SPROWL, 16 South S*
Rockland.
27-32
FOR SALE-Modern house. 6 rooms
and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS. 140 Tal
bot Ave. Tel. 711.
27-tf
'

FOR SALE—Six room house, garage,
Total liabilities and surplus $8,056,455 21
i I. electric
lights and water, double lot of
25-Th-31
land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
(
[
FINANCIAL SURETY COMPANY
rent plan. $1500. $15 month. V. F.
of Wilmington, Delaware
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 27-tf
1$, ••• ••• ••• •••
•».
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds ................. $ 191.902 20
NEW AND USED Buckeye brooder
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 120.705 69 stoves.
price if sold at once. A. C. cottages for sale and rent, attractive
Bills Receivable .....................
4.879 15 EAWES. Union Tel. 8-24.
31-33 prices, ideal loactions, tea houses, and
Interest and Rent:; .............
3 447 34
BABY CHIX. Wyllie’s S.C. Reds. Bred shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
27-tf
for eggs, type and color. State accred Maine.
Gross Assets ........................ $
ited for white diarrhoea. $18 a 100 post
Deduct items not admitted ..
STATE GF MAINE
paid for April 21 and 28; May $16 for
Admitted ........................ 0 319.477 18 500. $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100. Safe ar- County of Knox, SS.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
I rival guaranteed. F. II. WYLLIE «Sc SON.
To Harry Levy of Rockland, Knox
Unearned Premiums .
$ 18 207 83 Thomaston. Me.. Route 1. _______ 27-tf County, Maine:
All other Liabilities .............
18
FOR SALE-R. I. Red Chicks. State I Whereas Harry Levy of Rockland. Me.,
Cash Capital
2r’0.0P0 00 accredited $18 per 100. W. L. MERRIAM. on the third day of October. 1930, mort
Surplus over all Liabilities
50.2..5 17 Union. Maine. Telephone 8-5.
21-tf | gaged to Charles I Crockett the entire
stock of goods and merchandise and the
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Total liabilities and surplus $ 319.477 18
furniture and fixtures, including a cash
23-Th-34 In the District Court of the United register, then contained in The store of
States for the District of Maine.
the said Levy, known as th Hat <te Dress
In the matter of Lemuel A. Grant Shop, situated on the south side of Main
FRANKLIN NATIONAL INSURANCE
Bankrupt.
In Bankruptcy.
COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Street in Belfast. Waldo County, Maine,
To the creditors of Lemuel A. Grant of and also all stock in trade, furniture and
New York, N. A’.
Rockland. Maine, bankrupt:
ASSET'S DEC. 31. 1930
fixtures thereafter acquired in the busi
Notice is hereby given that on the ness carried on in said store, to secure
Stocks and Bonds ................. $2,903,947 46 i
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 463.508 39 15th day of November. 1930. the said the payment of six hundred dollars,
Agents’ Balances ................... 151.694 67 Lemuel A. Grant was duly adjudicated which mortgage is recorded in the city
Interest and Rents ...............
15 889 19 bankrupt, that on the 14th day Of Feb- records of the City of Rockland. Book
All other Assets .....................
3.616 59 ruary, 1931. a first meeting of his credi 33. Page 171; and whereas the conditions
tors was held and a trustee of his estate of said mortgage have been broken, now
Gross Assets ........................ $3,538,656 30 was appointed. Now. comes the said therefore, notice is hereby given of my
Deduct items not admitted
378.997 49 ' bankrupt into court and has filed a pe- intention to foreclose said mortgage for
--------------- | tition to amend his schedules of creditors breach of its conditions, and I hereby
Admitted ..............................$3,159,658 81 by the addition of your names as credl- nominate and appoint Ensign Otis of
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
torn, alleging that by oversight your Rockland. Me., as my agent and at
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $ 91,655 85 names had been omitted in the original torney to receive satisfaction of said
Unearned Premiums ............. 727,084 99 schedules.
This amendment has been mortgage.
All othcr Liabilities ........... 329,300 00 allowed and this is to notify you of the
CHARLES I. CROCKETT.
Cash Capital ........................ 1.000,000 00 proceedings thus far taken in his said
March 11. 1931.
Surplus over all Liabilities 1,011,617 97 bankruptcy
Subscribed and sworn to before me.
--------------- |
FREMONT J. C. LITTLE.
ENSIGN OTTS.
Total liblllties and surplus $3,159,658 81 •
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Notary Public.
31-Th-37
28-Th-34
Augusta, Maine. March 10. 1931.
I Seal)

: ECGS AND CHICKS

AT EASTERTIDE
That Most Personal oi All
Gifts—Your Photograph.

May we suggest an early
appointment to insure de
livery before April 5.

Champney’s Studio
Foot of Limerock Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

22-tf
-Membz, or-

PnOTOO»*PH,»s'Ass’NOr Ambhica

Every-Other-Day

Siwiiiv

QUALITY MEATS
At

»>

A. & P. MARKET
ROCKLAND, ME.

462 MAIN ST.

High School Notes
Mildred Sprague Is official ste
nographer this week.

LOWEST PRICES

STRETCH YOUR MEAT DOLLAR BY BUYING
YOUR MEATS AT THE A. & P. MARKET
WHERE YOU CAN BE ASSURED OF RECEIV
ING HIGH QUALITY AT LOWEST PRICES.
ALL BEEF SOLD IN THIS MARKET IS
GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

GREAT

Page Seven
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TEA
ATLANTIC & PACIFIC COMPANY

K?

AYER'S
Our New Spring Line of
*5

Men’s Hats and Caps
Has just arrived and the quality is excellent and the prices arc murh
lower than last year
The $5.00 Hats of last year arc now selling for........................ §3.88
The $3.50 Hats of last year are now selling for .......................... $3.98
The $2.50 Hats of last year are now selling for ........................... $1.98

— --'n------The Boys’ Suits for boys, ages 8 io 20, are just handsome and
very reasonable in price. They are all four-piece suits—Coat,
Vest and Two Pants........... ........ ,.........................$8.00, $10.00, $12.00
The Sweaters for Boys, too, are handsome ............. S1.00, $2.00, $3.00

WILLIS MYER
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

0

a

$

WALL PAPERS AT UNUSUAL SAVINGS
at C. M. BLAKE’S WALL PAPER STORE

Junior High rank cards go out Fri
In addition to personal notes regard
The Chapin Class party at the
I 5 Patterns 30 in goods, former price 50c to 1.25; to close, per roll ..••••................. 25
ing departures and arrivals, this depart home of Mrs. David Talbot was a de day.
0 0 0 0
ment especially desires Information of
lightful
affair.
Such
was
her
loyalty
foclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Beautiful Heavy Embossed, many sunfast, former price 50c to 60c; at......... -29
And for a. bit of more cheerful
Wotes sent by mall or telephone will be to the class that, although she was ill
news
for
Junior
High
pupils:
Wil

gladly received.
Papers,
valued at 35c and 40c, some suntested; now........................................... 12y2
in bed Mrs. Talbot refused to allow
TELEPHONE . ........................ 770 or 794-W the party to be postponed and Tues liam Wincapaw is not going to leave
Papers, valued at 20c, some suntested; now.......................................................... 10
day evening found 34 tables at play. Rockland April first but will com
year here.
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane re A pack of playing cards was the plete the school
0 0 0 0
Varnished
Tiles; now.............................................. ......................................................... 17%
turned yesterday from Asheville, N. award for highest score at each ta
The drawing classes in the eighth
C. They were accompanied on the ble. Refreshments of ice cream, cake
Imported Papers, to close; now..................................................................................... 30
trip by Mr. and Mrs. Murray Senter and brownies were served.
The grade have been making house plans
BANDS AND BORDERS TO MATCH ALL
of Damariscotta and Mr. and Mrs. Chapin Class are very grateful to this week under the direction of Mrs.
Wilbur F. Senter of Brunswick. Vsi- Mrs. Talbot for her unusual hospi Hopkins.
0 0 0 0
Lot of Room Patterns 8c and 10c rolls with Borders to match, per bundle $1.00
its to the hosiery and cotton mills of tality.
The seniors leave for Washington
North Carolina formed an important
April 18.
part of the trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Witham visited
0 0 0 0
...
t-j
j
, I their mother Mrs. Emma Witham
The Bates Glee Club Concert com
Mrs.
Edward
Gonia
entertained
»»,-=,
t
v
.. —.
,
.
and sister Mrs. L. E. Dyer Wednes- ing March 1B0 is under the auspices the same topic. At Newcastle. Mon- . W/FST MEADOW ROAD 1 "0Kt for many winters' Kiln 111,1 be'
the Chummy Club Tuesday evening .
t A=h p .
dav, four speakers from Rockland
7,
*
*7 C-T.,,.
inS impassable a great part of the
of the senior class.
at supper and cards, honors falling { aay at
____
0 0 0 0
will narticiDate in a no-decision
Mrs. Barney Tarvis has returned time.
fvnMprc J'0™ Fernald a"d MrS’ EVC‘ ! Mr- and Mrs. Willard S. Stinson of
practice
debate
with
Lincoln
Acadto
ber
home
at
West
Meadows
after
Mr and p^rs. Harris Copeland are
The seniors from Wiscasset Acad
illness at Knox Hospital.
both in at their home. Mrs Copc.
y
asiee.
i paciC street have returned from a emy are to accompany the senior em' ^hose ?oing to Newcastle are ia
month's stay in Brookline, Mass.,
Gardner was a guest for , land is convalescing from a recent
Mrs. C. E. Rollins has been con where they were guests of Mrs. Stin class from Rockland on the trip to Thelma Blackington Robert Hussey, I a Robert
few days last week of Miss Mary , operation at Knox Hospital.
Washington.
Principal and Mrs. Alvary Gay and Robert Dunton.
fined to the house by illness the past i son's sister, Miss Della B. Bean.
Morrill
in
Manchester, Maine.
0
0
0
0
Sewall will be chaperones for Wis
two weeks.
Mrs. Frank Farrand is spending
If a holiday of armaments is good
casset Two boys from Thomaston,
Our moving picture machine is
r, v, •
t.
. i Mr. and Mrs» Fred Greenlaw of Tom SWeeney and Kenneth Moran, pretty constantly in use, the Wom the week with her brother on Lake a holiday of Parliaments would be
The E.F.A. Club met Wednesday i vinalhaven are visiting in this clty.
j better.—Owen D. Young.
are also going with the party. The an’s Educational Club, the national avenue.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Ira i
6
Robert Gardner was taken sud-1-----------------official
chaperones
for
Rockland
are
guaid,
and
the
fish
and
game
asso

J. Shuman, Pleasant street.
The Wawenock Club met Monday Mrs Hart, Miss Pride and Mr. Blais ciation being among the outside or denly ill Saturday evening with in- | Spinach fresh and crisp from the
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Eve dell.
ganizations which have recently fluenza. He is resting comfortably Sunny South is offered at 10c a
Mrs. A. A. Jameson returned Fri- line Burbank, Mechanic street,
at this writing.
1 peck. Come early. Perry’s Market.
1
‘
1
made use of it.
day from South Boston where she lg jal fcature’ of the meeti
werc
The traveling in this section is the 1 —adv.
One
of
the
special
attractions
for
•
»
a
»
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. WH-'the quotations for roll call from
the Bates Glee Club concert wifi be \ There wifi be no High School j
liam Schofield.
' Elizabeth Barrett Browning and the Sylvester Carter '34, baritone known , assembly this week. The debate with
., ' , .
. _
.
paper on "Monaco" by Mrs. Frances
one of the outstanding negro j Bangor taking place instead,
The Itooevik Club met Tuesday Norton Thp nwt meeti
wiU bP
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Leola hpld with Mrs Susic Davi South singers of the country, He was solo- '
ist irtien the French ambassador I The play presented at the Junior .
Noyes. The eight ladies present | M , ctr t
was entertained in Lewiston and [ High assembly Wednesday was writsewed patchwork for local relief
'
made a very good impression.
ten by Miss Phyllis Brown, a .former
work and voted to supply clothing
Miss Ann McLaughlin of the SenRockland teacher, for her English
for a woman who is about to go to ter-Crane Company is in New York
Mr. Blaisdell was in Augusta Sat classes in New York where she is
a sanitarium. St . Patrick’s Day this week for spring buying.
urday attending a meeting of the now teaching. It was directed by ,
colors prevailed in the refreshments
served by the hostess who later en- , Mrs Doroth Wood and Mrs w executive committee of the State Miss Hagar. The plot is slight betertained the company with several
Klll
&nd d hter Natalie left Association of High School princi- ing merely the temptations to a
mneienl
inne fnllnu'orl
*
. .. pals for the purpose of arranging young negro to leave his native state
musical eolenf
selections
followed hv
by aa VAvo this morning
for an extended visit
cal solo by Mrs. Eva Toner and a with Mrs. Killey's mother in Glou- details of the Spear speaking con- ] and go north. .He finally decides to
test The local contest in this series [ take his Mammy’s advice to “Stay
duet by Mrs. Toner and Mrs. Evelyn i r..tpr M .
will take place in the High School in Your Own Back Yard." The
Crockett. The next meeting will be j 0
-_____
pupils were in blackface with amus
with Mrs. Nellie Peterson on Granite ' Mrs Rogpr Wolcott has returned auditorium Friday April 17.
ing costumes.
The parts were:
street'
from Hartford where she has been
A four reel film “Through the Oil Li’l Liza Jane. Ruth Harper; Rufus,
visiting for the past week.
Lands of Europe and Africa,” was Neil Little; Sam. Edward Hayes;
Mrs. Fred Collamore is in Portland
shown to all the Junior High geogra Flossie, Dorothy Kenderdine; Mam
this week on' business.
The final six winners in last phy classes and to Mr. Bowden's my, Prances Storer, Chorus. Ruth
- j . «
. .
. _ . week's classified Park Theatre commercial geography classes Tues Marston, Winona Newton, Sulo
Miss Beda A Gray, registered Red
,e wefe winiam H Sanborn.
day and Wednesday. This was espeCharles Merritt, Walter
Cross nurse of Lyndon Vt. a graduR ,
Lawrence Lord. Arlene daily interesting because of- the fine 1 Gronros,
Dimick. Special mention should be
A New Product, unlike any ever sold before. We
ate of Mary Fletcher Hospital. Bur- G
,
gh herd and Ade.
lmgton. has come to the Rockland ]ajde
.„
It £ , jnterest t0 views of Poland. Greece and Africa made of the chorus work in “Caro
believe THREE CROW BAKING POWDER to
branch of the American .Red Cross
£
final Euccessful answer that were presented. For this reason lina in the Morning" and “Lullaby.”
to do public health work in place of
Tuesday nQOn the film was also shown in the An The solos “Carolina" by Neil Little
cient
History
classes
who
were
in

and
“
I
’
m
Following
You
”
by
Ruth
Miss Howells who recently resigned
week.g
out; found
have the greatest strength of any known leavening
terested in the Plains of Marathon, Harper were very well done.
h%hiev
S Un - °n the Classified page, calls for neat- ruins of the temples in Athens, the
power. Absolutely pure. A product of Grapes and
hLoHn.iQrtYY- and hv thp'dirprtnr nt ness and originality rather than ob- Sphinx and pyramids. Two reels on
No country is rich enough to do an j
headquarters and by the director at scrvation A[1 answers must be post- Canada completed the exhibit.
injustice.—Herbert Hoover.
Smimons College where she haa com- markpd nQt ,atpr than Saturday
0 0 0 0
Lemons.
nursing lhe°,"■ TtaySig^t MrsX- n°°n Therc wiu bc 20 winners'
Our affirmative debating team goes
to Bangor tomorrow for a debate on
kett's, 75 Broad street, telephone 669.
A recent winner in the Boston their chain store topic. The speak DR. MARY E. REUTER
Post's short story contest was ClewOsteopathic Physician
The Rounds Mothers’ Club meets ley Clifford of 231 Broadway, this ers from here wifi be Frank Harding
Graduate American School of
Friday at the home of Mrs. Albert city. His story, entitled "By Proxy," and Walter Staples. Two othe?
members of the team, Thelma BlackOsteopathy
Havener. Mrs. Vance Norton is was published in that paper.
Rockland, Maine
ington and Robert Hussey wifi attend , 400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
assistant hostess.
as observers. A team from Bangor j
28tf
A bridge party will be given by the will debate here Friday afternoon on ,
The Shakespeare Society will meet
of St. Bernard's Church in
with Mrs. Edward J. Hellier March members
Thorndike grill Tuesday evening
23 as originally planned with Mrs. the
G. M. Derry as leader. The open as a part of the celebration of St.
1 meeting will be held at the home of Patrick's Day. Mrs. Willis Anderson
... .
Mrs. E. F. Glover on Masonic street. is chairman. .
Members are asked to bring to the
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby are
next meeting written quotations on
"Peer Gynt” for general discussion making a brief visit with their
The Opportunity Class meets daughter, Mrs. H. C. Pease in Wis
Thursday at 7.30 at the Baptist casset.
Church vestry.
The Progressive Literary Club
Browne Club meets with Mrs. Don meeting which was to have been held
ald Karl tomorrow evening, supper Tuesday afternoon was postponed to
next Tuesday when it will meet with 1
being served at 6.30.
Mrs. Frances Norton on Mechanic
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Boussard of street. Members are asked to answer
Damariscotta were visitors in the to the roll call with quotations about
spring. Miss Eveline Burbank will
city Tuesday.
conduct the reading of the second
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H Berry and act of Shakespeare's "A Winter's
daughter returned ’ yesterday from Talc."
their winter sojourn in Florida. Their
LARSON-THOMPSON
well browned countenances are prcoi
that the sun has shone part of the
Mrs. Alberta M. Thompson and Al
I time in Florida, anvhow.
bert Larson were married by Rev. F.
■Rih'.’A -----Arnold Nelson returned Tuesday F. Fowle of Rockport Tuesday eve
I from Boston, where he has been for ning, at the home of the bride's
several days visiting his father Capt. mother, CO Maverick street. Mrs.
Nils Nelson who is at Chelsea Ma Jane Crouse, sister of the bride, was
rine Hospital. He found Capt. Nel matron of honor, and Francis P. Dow.
son improving, but very slowly, and of Rockport was best man. The
is the daughter of Mrs. Cath
j able to go out on the veranda by bride
means of a wheel chair occasionally. erine M. Thompson of this city, and
Mr. Larson is the son of Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur P. Haines re Larson of Rockport, and is employed
at the Megunticook Golf Club. Rock
turned from Boston yesterday.
port.
•
Want HOI water?
At the meeting of the Rubinstein
Turn the faucet! That’s What it amounts to when you have an automatic
Spinach fresh and crisp from the
Club tomorrow afternoon at 2.15 in
electric water heater in your home.
I the Congregational vestry Mrs. Lilian Sunny South is offered at 10c a
S. Copping will read from the play peck. Come early. Perry's Market, j
"Green Pastures" which will be —adv.
HOT?
illustrated by the singing of the
spirituals used in the original pro
Yes, sir! and kept that way constantly at 150 degrees temperature.
duction by members of the club both
I in solos and chorus, with Mrs. Ruth
Sanborn at the piano. The “Largo"
An ADEQUA TE supply?
from Dvorak’s “New World Sym
phony” will be played as a duet bv
50 gallons—enough for baths for all the family or for the usual family
Miss Alice Fuller and Mrs. Faith
washing.
G. Berry. Non-members of the Ru
binstein Club may attend this meet
ing by paying the small fee.

THREE CROW

BAKING POWDER

THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY

□UT OF THE WEST
Blazing the Trails of Today.
These

MEN OF STEEL
Fighting, Loving, Living for
only today!

w.

Paramount Presents
A mighty drama of the cattle days when the
West was the West

HAT YOU mav expect from
an Electric WATEK HEATER—
Carefree
Trouble-free
HOI Water Service...

INSTANTLY!

RICHARD
ARLEN
FAY WRAY, CLAUDE GILLINGWATER
Home of Para
mount Pictures

A Paramount
Publix Theatre

ADDED
Mickey McGuire
“Spell of the
Circus”

NOW PLAYING
“IT PAYS TO *
ADVERTISE"

-

REGULAR PAINS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

/

Trouble-free, care-free?

There will be a public card party
in Legion hall next Monday evening
at 8 o'clock, under the auspices of the
activities committee. Mrs. Mvr:i
Watts, chairman. Refreshments will
be served.

Mrs. Gladys St. Clair Morgan un
derwent an operation at Knox Hos! pital Tuesday. This morning's re
port was of a comfortable night and
favorable progress.
k woman cares for two men.
should she follow the call of love or the
appeal of pity? Don't answer this ques
tion until you sec the Columbia Pic
ture—

IASI PARAN

Tha Thrillins Story of a GinS«ter’»

Final Fadeout

with

JACK

HOLT

ADDED
Episode No. 2 “KING OF THE WILD"

, NOW SHOWING "DEVIL TO PAY" With RONALD COLMAN |
Paramount
Publix
Theatre
TEL. 892
SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30.

Home of
Paramount
Pictures
Tel. 892

SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30

A miscellaneous shower was given
for Mrs. Theodore Sylvester. (Evan
geline Winchenbaugh), by Mrs. Aud
rey Teel, and Dorothy Blackington
at Mrs. Teel's apartment on Park
street last evening. Cards and jig
saw puzzles, together with the fa
mous horse-racing game, were
played. “Eve" was given a verse. At
the final stunt, she found herself
| confronted by two large Irish hats,
filled to over-flowing with gift:.
The verses accompanying some of
the gifts afforded a great deal of
amusement. The color scheme was
areen in honor of St. Patrick's Day.
Prizes in cards were won by Mrs.
Sylvester, in the jig-saw puzzle by
Susan Spear and at horse racing by
Clara Curtis. Vivian Ludwig almost
“creaked" when she received the con
solation prize of a big green frog.
Luncheon was served.

Spinach fresh and crisp from the
Sunny South is offered at 10c a
peck. Come early. Perry's Market.
—adv.

You never have to give it a thought, when you want HOT water it’s ready
at the turn of a faucet.

Economical operation?

(Relieved

We leave this question for the present 600 customers to answer; from
a study of these accounts it averages per person per day less than the
price of a 5-cent cigar! A standard copper tank fully encased in a 3-inch
granulated cork insulation assures ECONdMICAL operation.

by this

NEW EXTERNAL
PRINCIPLE

If you want (he best in HOT water service, we think you
arc looking for a Scpco automatic electric water heater.
You may now have one fully installed to your present
system at a cost of $165. Our Budget Plan makes it pos
sible for every family to own one; small down payment,
balance in convenient monthly payments.

When pains of cramps start, apply
FEM-PAC. This new feminine ne
cessity quickly soothes and alleviates
the pains. No medicine, no drugs.
FEM-PAC is so simple and safe to
use. Body shaped and flat. Cannot
be seen under the lightest garments.
A specific wom
en’s product.
Women users
recommend ii to
their friends.
ON SALE AT ALL STORES—50C EACH
_____

]Pem-]Rac

. Spe rial
1 ^2c Rate
per kwh

for users of

Ask any employe about Sepco

Central Maine Power Co.
The 50 gallon Scpco au
tomatic electric uatrr
heater which retails for
$J65 when installed to
go r present system.

n;ty of

our stores

Storage Type
Water
Heaters
—also ask for details
about the

id step
Rate

Every-Other-Day
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THE TROUSERED SKIRT

SUNBEAM’S TASK

') 12 !).’>

j?c:v\. 3.

Jander$<L

Parisian Style-Makers Think Up a
Few New Ones For Misbehaving
Eyes

Being a Brief Summary of
Work Accomplished By
the Sea Coast Mission

Trousered skirts for davtime wear
were introduced by Paris couturiers
as a spring style innovation. The
Perhaps in no other locality of the
l designs were so full that the bifurI United States can be found a more
j cated cut was revealed only when the
j I rugged coast line than that which
wearer walked. Among the models
.
1
bounds
the
State
of
Maine.
Nu-JJ
were biue linen suits for street wear
I merous bays and inlets stretch in
and black satin ensembles for for|; almost unbroken monotony from its
i mal afternoon functions, both deI ’ most easterly point, to the Kennebec
I riyied with full-trousered skirts and
I [ river on the west. It has been said
hip-length jackets. Virtually all the
j that if the coast line were drawn out
trousered models were made with a
j in a straight line it would reach from
wide panel in the middle of the back
Over all the southwest there is States. Of this amount, 66 2-3 per- j New York to San Francisco,
I falling the length of the skirt and
concealing the bifurcated cut. The
much agitation over the ripping up cent goes to State highways, and 5 Up and down this vast expanse of
new skirts are ten inches above the
of paved highways by heavy freight 33 1-3 percent to local highways. No I water, through fair weather or foul,
trucks. Motorists here pay stiff gas other department gets anv of it. And j in winter and summer may be seen
ground.
The couturiers varied the trousered
oline taxes for paved streets because that is as it should be. if motorists j a trim, sturdy boat with the mystic
evening designs by placing pajamas
normally this delta country is just have to pay a highway tax on gaso- 1 letters, M.S.C.M. {painted upon the
--------—go—on the funnel; below these in a conspicuous
deep, rich muck, and once you are i line, then let the money
under chiffon or satin skirts. There
THE GOOD SHIP SUNBEAM
I place, the attention is drawn to a
were black satin evening frocks with
off the pavement, you are in trouble, highways
As soon as you realize you’ve taken cold—take some
1 large white cross. What is this boat?
—From photo by MKCampbell, used through the courtesy of Sun-Up.
All motor highways must be paved.
skirts slashed to the knee on each
♦ $♦♦
What is her mission?
i
sid»
revealing
white
satin
pajamas
or there can be no automobile traffic
tablets
of Bayer Aspirin. Almost before your head
Every man who owns a car will be
To some, these letters may have
here. They had to pull with oxen | interested to know that it is now
to the land cropped and pastured, underneath, and *white chiffon dinner
WHAT
CENSUS
SHOWS
can
stuff-up,
you feel your cold is conquered. Those
here before the first pavement be contemplated in Maine, and other already signified something, but
total land in farms included 1,362.100 gowns the full skirts of which fell
again,
there
are
others
who,
not
hav

aches
and
pains
you felt coming on will soon subside.
over
silver
lame
pajamas.
Both
cause of the soft soil.
States, to raise the tax. Motoring is ing a knowledge of the sea. may be As To the Value and Extent of Maine acres of woodland not used for pas
$ $ $♦
Relief is almost instantaneous! Even if your cold
going to be more expensive in the a7a~losT to "understand the import- Farm Trope rties-A Dazzling Total ture, and 238.537 acres not in forest daytime and evening fashions were
with interesting new gad
Introduction recently , ance that these symbols convey to
According to a DUiiet.n recently is- pasture, or crops, including the land displayed
Now come big trucking companies near future.
has gained headway, and your temples throb and your
occupied by house yards, barnyards, gets Quilted shimmering lame coats
in
the
Tennessee
legislature
of
a
bill
I
many
an
isolated
fisherman
living
sued
by
the
Bureau
of
the
Census
from the north to compete with the
of knee length cut with kimono
feed lots, lanes, roads, etc.
very bones ache, these tablets will bring prompt relief.
designed
to
increase
the
gasoline
tax
on
some
lonely
i
s
i
anc
j
or
the
shore
of
there
are
39.006
farms
in
the
State
ot
railroads. They build long, flat
The total value 8f farm land and sleeves were introduced and satin
Maine having a total acreage ot
It is better, of course, to take Bayer Aspirin at the very
trucks and trailers to haul cotton, rate to six cents per gallon from five a remote*bay. There are indeed few 4.639.938.
and "a total value, including buildings was $194,279,884, of which and beaded chiffon were exhibited as
each truck taking 12 bales of 600 cents brought to 22 the number of who can say thaj they have not
_
_______
_____
_____
__
wraps
for
more
informal
evening
first sneeze or cough—it will head-off the cold and
and
implements
am
S98.658.634
represented
the
value
of
pounds each, and each truck pulling States whose legislatures already are , jjeanj of Dr. Wilfred Grenfell and land buildings
i
Labrador, i machinery, of $222,662,636. The figures ail farm buildings, which were valued ' parties.
spare
you much discomfort. Get the genuine, with
a trailer of the same capacity. When cons’dering, or probably will con-1 jjjs ]abor of jove fn
cotton picking begins, fleets of these sider changes in their gasoline tax ; but when a simllar work being car.' j are given in detail for each county at $56,540,711, The value of farm im
THE BOYS IN BIUE
t Ar TV.-,
Cf*ArrO of
r\1 t Vi zx r\i 11 ID ' I' ATT riPC, j on jn tbj
... s —
.
.
_ _ v. -1^
*. V. n ci 4-~ plements and machinery, including
proven
directions for colds and headaches; neuralgia,
rates.
Passage
the
bill
in
Tennesr
j
e(
then
that
and each district within the State
trucks come down from the far north
farmers' automobiles, was $28,382,752.
neuritis,
sore throat, and many important uses.
and engage in hauling cotton see would make that State the fourth a fulj appreciation of its significance , This is the first Federal census re
Of the 72,000 Who Went From Maine
port to show these figures by minor
from the valley to points north to impose a tax as high as six cents, ancj merbrought to light
There are Now Only 346 Survivors,
the
others
being
Florida.
South
CarMaine
Sea
Coast
Mlssion
for
civil divisions.
in competition with the railroads.
"Of the 72,000 men of Maine who
this is what the letters represent, is I Of the total farm acreage 28.1 per
The railroads pay taxes. The truck olina and Georgia,
went into service in the Civil War,
<s>
<5> ®>
an organization which was estab- cent, or 1,304,014 acres, was crop land
ing companies are owned outside
we have but 346 left in the Grand
States reported by the institute , lished for the purpose of uniting the on which crops were harvested. 1929:
this territory and pay no taxes to
Army of the State today."
help keep up the roads here. And bulletin contemplating changes in men and women living on the coast two per cent, or 91.306 acres, was crop Beautiful women, admired for youth
Col. Charles Nason of Gray told
the heavy loads on the trucks arc | rate and the changes proposed fol “in a bond of Christian Brother- land which lay idle or fallow; and ful complexions, use MELLO-GLO. the Legis’ative Committee on Mil
the
new
wonderful
French
process
hood,
regardless
of
race,
creed,
or
{0.1
P«
cent,
or
6.445
acres,
was
land
low: Colorado, four cents to five
ruining the road6
itary affairs of the rapidly dis
cents; North Dakota, three cents to religious denomination." The mo<=t on which the crops failed to mature or face powder. Purest and smoothest criminating numbers of the G. A. R.
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacideeter of Salicyiieadd
<> <$* <$> <$>
four cents; Arizona, four cents to important activity of the Mission is were not harvested for any cause, powder known Stays on longer. No in Maine, Col. Nason who has been
They not only ruin the pavement, five cents (an increase defeated at\ maintaining its boat the “Sunbeam,' Pasture land with a total of 1.637.536 flaky or pasty look. No grime or grit.
commander of the Department of
but they tear along all night long, the November polls); North Carolina j with which contact is_____________
assured at all acres, representing 35.3 per cent, ot MELLO-GLO prevents large pores
propriated money for the aid of the
with relief drivers, one asleep, and five cents to six cents; South Dakota. I times, with the isolated people minis- ! the total farm acreage of the State and never smarts or feels dry. Blends Maine and is senior vice commander Gray appropriating $2,000 for 1931-2 Grand
Army and since then they have
they force off the pavement all small four c°nts to five cents Pennsylva- tered to bv the Mission, and to be al- including 259.265 acres of plowable naturally with any complexion. De- of the National G. A. R. was appear, and $2,500 for 1932-3 for the G. A. R. charged no dues to members. Col.
Cars, for they take the middle of the nia three cents to four cents; Alaba- ways on the alert to render assist- land, 878,810 acres of woo-tland and mand Mello-glo. Corner Drug Store ing in behalf of the resolve intro of Maine.
duced by Representative Morrill ot
Four years ago the legislature ap reason told the committee.
pavement, and they are so heavy ma. four cents to six cents; Maine, i ance in time of need to those who 499.461 acres other land. In addition and all other good siotes.
that no one tries to crowd them over. four cents to five cents; Tennessee. • are so situated, owing to their en- ——
—.
———
■
When you see seven tons of cotton five cents to six cents; West Virginia, vironment, that they are unable to I
coming, under good speed, you do not four cents to five cents; Missouri, two do much in the way of helping them
try to buck it with a pleasure car. cents to three cents; Iowa, three selves.
And so the motorists get ditched, or, | cents to four cents; Kansas, three
failing to take the ditch, they are cents to four cents; Michigan, three; in charge of this work is the misrun over and killed.
cents to four cents; Minnesota, three sionarv pastor, Rev. Orville J.
<$> $> <$>
cents to five cents; Nebraska three Guptill. With him are some nine
And so, with the help of the rail cents to four cents; Ohio, four cents other workers who devote their enroads, who think they are rightfully ; to five cents; Wisconsin, two cents to , tire time to this interesting work,
entitled to some of this freight haul four cents; Massachusetts, two cents in the summer, the staff is augmenting because of the high taxes they to three cents; New York, two cents ed by twenty-five volunteers who by
are paying on rights-of-way, the to three cents; and the District of teaching in the different schools or
carrving on other activities increase
people of this State are going after Columbia, two cents to four cents.
the effectiveness of the Mission.
the heavy trucking business that rips
A GRATEFUL CITIZEN
Without the aid of the good ship
up the pavement. There is no com
“Sunbeam,” the work undertaken
plaint against local trucking between
would be an impossibility. She is the
the valley cities by companies oper Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Thank nature for the beauty of the ' very mainstay of the endeavor. On
ating here. But outside companies
rockbound coast of Maine Thank her the missionary pastor and his
that come in are due for a fight.
Providence that naught can e'er de- immediate staff make their home
<S> <$><•>
stroy it. Thank him or her who and in very snug and comfortable
nds you here upon an outing trip, quarters. Good sized state rooms.
In this connection it may be well
to quote a few figures on the gasoline Thank Heaven for the chance to en supplied with running water and
*
E.C.C.
large berths afford a maximum of
tax question. The gasoline tax in joy it.
comfort, a true necessity, and not a
the state of Oklahoma amounts to
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street, luxury for the well being of these
$11,500,000 a year, and, (mark this),
will
be
open
Saturday
nights
here

self sacrificing men and women
it all goes to highway construction
8-tf
The main saloon is large enough to
in that State. Not so in many other after—adv.
accommodate a good sized table at
which the meals are served. Here
also is the social center for the
workers. Around the cabin are com
fortable settees, which take the place
of chairs and in one corner is a radio,
which has proved itself of inestima
ble value on more than one occa
sion when approaching storm warn
ings have been sent out to those at
sea. Forward of the main saloon is
the galley and beyond this is located
the crew’s quarters.
An operating theatre has been es
tablished in the aft cabin and equip
ment for emergency operations is
carried as part of the ship's stores.
The affiliation of the Thomaston National
Here many minor operations have
Bank with Financial Institutions, Inc.,
been attended to and on more than
one instance a major clinic has been
joins Knox County’s oldest bank with
performed in this locale. A regis
tered nurse is constantly in attend
Maine’s newest banking organization. Al
ance on the “Sunbeam” and repre
ways a sound, progressive institution, the
sents the National Red Cross,
through the Delano Memorial Fund.
Thomaston National becomes even strong
The Mission also co-operates in her
support.
er as a result of the added protection af
• » • •
forded by the combined Financial Institu
PACK
Unlike the Grenfell Mission, the
M. S. C. M. does not maintain any
tions resources of more than $86,000,000.
hospitals or schools of its own.
though educational advantages are
And perhaps equally important is the fact
j at the disposal of the boys and girls
that the Thomaston National, through this
who are considered worthy, and
every encouragement is made in the
affiliation, is now prepared to offer many
various communities to forward this
interest. In the year 1930, nine
OMPARE a package of Camels with
The Humidor Pack insures that. It
Camels and other ordinary dry cigarettes.
additional banking and financial services
young and ambitious people have
any other cigarette and note the
prevents the fine tobaccos of Camels
First of all you can feel the difference
to its depositors. We cordially invite our
passed on to schools of higher learn
ing. Preventative medical work is
difference in the technique of packing.from drying out and losing any of their
present and prospective customers to come
as you roll the cigarettes between your
given to all W’ho are interested and
anxious to acquire the same and at
in and talk with us about the advantages
Note
that
Camels
are
completely
en

delightful
flavor.
fingers.
Camels are full-bodied and
certain periods dental clinics are
held, either on the “Sunbeam" or
which our affiliation with Financial Insti
closed in an outer transparent cover of
Aside from cheap tobacco, two fac
pliable. A dry cigarette crumbles under
at some other central and convenient
tutions, Inc. afords.
points.
moisture-proof cellophane and sealed
tors in a cigarette can mar the smoker’s
pressure and sheds tobacco.
One interesting feature of the
If you will hold a cigarette to each ear
air-tight at every point.
pleasure:
Mission’s work has been the estab
lishing of an industry for the manu
We call this outer shell the Humidor
and roll them with your fingers you can
Fine particles of peppery dust if left
facture of rugs. These are made
from rags that are collected and
Pack. It differs from the ordinary cello
in the tobacco by inefficient cleaning
actually hear the difference.
distributed among the women along
the coast. When an article is fin
phane
pack
and
while
it
is
egg-sliell
methods
sting
and
irritate
delicate
The real test of course is to smoke them.
ished, it is inspected and if it con
forms to a certain standard, is then
thin, it means a lot in terms of cigarette
And here’s where the new Humidor Pack
throat membrane.
Thomaston, Maine
“trade marked" and placed on the
market. The money that is realized
enjoyment.
Dry tobacco, robbed of its natural
proves a real hlessing to the smoker.
from the sale of these floor cover
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
It means, for instance, that evapora
As you inhale the cool, fragrant smoke
moisture by scorching or by evapora
ings is returned to the maker and in
no way does the Mission receive any
tion is checkmated and that Salt
from a Camel you get all the mildness
tion gives off a hot smoke that burns
monetary reward.
Financial Institutions, Inc. Is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
The total mileage, as of May 31st,
than $86,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Lake
City
can
and magic of the fine tobaccos of which
the throat with
1930, that the "Sunbeam" had trav
Institutions, Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is
25 DAY CHARI OF CIGARETTE MOISTURE LOSS
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
elled was more than 7800 miles and
now
have
as
good
it is blended.
every
inhalation.
In banking and financial operation.
this through some of the greatest
Unwrapped Package
vicissitudes that could possibly assail
Camels asWinstonBut when you draw in the hot smoke
We take every
Ghusine Wrapped Package
her. “She gives a tow to a fisherfrom
a dried cigarette sec how flat and
Salem.
, man whose engihe is stalled. She
precaution against
Regular Cellophane
I picks up a sick person at one of the
*>z
Wrapped Package
brackish it is by comparison and how
N While Camels are
these factors here
: islands and takes him safely to a
hospital. She carries the dead to
FLORIDA
harsh it is to your throat.
made of a blend of
at Winston-Salem.
j their last resting places. She re
MIAMI’S
If you are a regular Camel smoker
sponds to the distress signals of a
Camel Humidor Rick
&
the choicest Turk
A special vacuum
Ideal Retort Hotel
schooner and brings relief. She
Moisture proof Cello
—
you have already noticed what proper
phane—Staled Air Tight
J.
takes a number of young people to a
cleaning apparatus
ish and mellowest ’
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way.
'— IO _1 3
2
conference on one of the islands.
condition of the cigarette means.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
removes dust and
Anything that will help is in her
domestic tobaccos,
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory Report N?15O473-JanJ2.1931
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
day’s work.”
But if you haven’t tried Camels in
now the new Humi
it is highly impor
HOTEL
Many influential people in all
The
Pittsburgh
Testing
Laboratory
chart
above
the
new Humidor Pack you have a new
parts of the United States belong to
tant, if you are to graphically alums you that only the Camel Humidor dor Pack prevents
this organization and contribute
adventure with Lady Nicotine in store.
Pack delivers cigarettes to you in prime condition dryness.
most generously toward the upkeep
get full benefit of
Corner Second St, and 1st Ave. S. E.
j of this splendid work. It is to be
Switch your affections for just one
RATES: (European)
| hoped that with a better under
(lane a
this
quality,
that
these
cigarettes
come
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
Cheek
the
difference
yourself
Ociober)
day,
then go back to your old love
standing of what this remarkable
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
Hotel
Appliesbon
body of people is doing towards bet
to
you
with
their
natural
moisture
It
is
a
very
simple
matter
to
check
the
tomorrow if you can.
tering the conditions of those who
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WimUm-SsUm, N. C.
are so situated that they cannot help
content still intact.
difference between Humidor Packed
themselves a more benevolent atti
tude may be anticipated; for “our
*
,
ft
happiness depends to a great extent
on our observance of the law of fra
ternal charity."—Frederic L. Camp
bell in Sun-Up, (Maine's Own Maga
zine),

A COLD

Look Young
With Mello-glo

BAYER
ASPIRIN

W/.„Z the NEW
HUMIDOR PACK
means to Camel Smokers

Old and new affiliate
for greater service

C

THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

GRALYNN

* smoke a Freshcigarette!

